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ABSTRACT  

Over the years, carbon has become one of the most intensively investigated topics in both 

industry and academia and has wide ranging applications in energy conversion, energy storage, 

adsorption, sensing, photo-electrical water splitting, water purification and gas separation. 

Recently, carbon materials have been widely used for advancement of energy conversion and 

water remediation applications due to its unique physicochemical properties, surface 

chemistry, processability, mechanical stability and chemical resistance. Furthermore, carbon 

may form porous structures and be assembled in different shapes such as spheres, tubes, fibers, 

sheets and 3D structures providing a high degree of versatility for multiple applications. The 

low cost is advantageous in many catalytic applications for the replacement of expensive and 

less abundant metal catalysts such as platinum, which is heavily relied upon for fuel cells as an 

oxygen reduction catalyst.  In this context, the Ph.D. project focussed on the synthesis of 

graphitic carbon composite materials with unique morphologies to the benefit of energy and 

environmental applications. The following four concepts were developed and explored in this 

thesis and summarised as: 

1. Fabrication of a unique 3D- nitrogen doped carbon composite materials of N-doped 

carbon nanotubes and N-doped carbon spheres from bio source their application as oxygen 

reduction reaction (ORR) catalysts 

The synthesis of nitrogen doped carbon nanotubes (N-CNT) and N-doped carbon micro spheres 

(N-CMS) composites were demonstrated using low cost and eco-friendly bio source galactose, 

iron oxide nanoparticles (maghemite) and nitrogen precursor melamine. This unique integrated 

structure containing N-CNT and N-CMS showed enhanced ORR catalytic activity via 

predominantly four - electron kinetics (n = 3.55 - 3.64 in the potential range of 0.10 – 0.70 V 

(RHE)) with a low HO2
- yield (22.44 – 16.96 % in the potential range of 0.10 – 0.70 V (RHE)). 

Furthermore, in the context of eliminating hazardous chemical usage and to utilise more green 

products as ORR catalysts, galactose containing naturally occurring apricot sap was used to 

synthesise a similar electro catalyst as described above using maghemite nanoparticles (N-

APG-Fe) and a cobalt precursor (N-APG-Co). Both catalysts formed similar integrated 

structures comprise of N-CNT and N-CMS as mentioned above and showed excellent oxygen 

reduction properties with an electron transfer number 3.61 for both N-APG-Co and N-APG-Fe 

catalysts at 0.40 V (RHE) and low HO2
- yield (> 20.00 %) for both catalysts. The presented 
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synthetic concept opens doors for new approaches for the development of low cost non-

hazardous hybrid catalysts using abundantly available bio sources and green products. 

2. Investigation of different phases of low iron oxide catalysts as an alternative for Pt/C 

catalysts for ORR 

To explore the use of cheap, abundant and freely available iron oxide catalyst as a potential 

substituent for the expensive and scarce Pt catalysts, four different phases of iron oxide 

nanoparticles (magnetite, maghemite, hematite and goethite) were synthesised and 

systematically evaluated as oxygen reduction catalysts for ORR. The four different phases were 

separately synthesised and prudently dispersed in 3D-reduced graphene oxide aerogels without 

exposing them for any phase changes. These catalysts (rGO/Fe3O4, rGO/γ-Fe2O3, rGO/α-Fe2O3 

and rGO/α-FeOOH) investigated as electro catalysts for oxygen reduction did not show 

significant enhancement for ORR compared to the standard Pt/C catalysts. Comparative study 

showed that rGO/Fe3O4 and rGO/γ-Fe2O3 catalysts with inverse spinel structures with magnetic 

and electron conduction properties showed significantly higher ORR activity compared to 

rGO/α-Fe2O3 and rGO/α-FeOOH with rhombohedral and orthorhombic structures, 

respectively. The outcome of these investigations revealed the need for the exploration of more 

spinel structure of different metal oxides to be investigated as low-cost substituent to the 

expensive Pt/C catalysts for ORR.  

3. Synthesis of macro porous N-doped carbon catalysts using sulphonated aniline oligomers 

(SAO) and SAO/ phenol formaldehyde (PF) and SAO/reduced graphene oxide (rGO) 

composites for ORR 

Sulphonated aniline oligomers (SAO) with distinctive microstructures of flakes and rods were 

synthesised using aniline and oxidants; and used for the synthesis 3D N-doped composite 

combining phenol formaldehyde (PF) and reduced graphene oxide (rGO) pyrolysed with a 

nitrogen precursor (melamine). The electrochemical characterization confirmed that 

composites with higher concentration of pyridinic nitrogen species (42 At%) showed higher 

positive onset potential of 0.98 V and performed the ORR with four - electron transfer kinetics 

(n = 3.64) with a low yield of HO2
- (19 %) at 0.50 V (RHE) compared to low concentration of 

pyridinic nitrogen (37 At%) and higher concentration of graphitic nitrogen (63 At%). 

Composites prepared with conductive graphene structures displayed higher current density of 

7.89 mA/cm2, which is more than 60 % of the standard Pt catalysts. This unique procedure 
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demonstrates a new approach of synthesising macro porous carbon structures with potentially 

viable composites of carbon materials for many future catalytic applications. 

4. Investigation of different organic coating materials to provide long term air stability to 

Zero-valent iron (ZVI) and evaluation of air stable materials dispersed in rGO as arsenic 

adsorbents 

Zero-valent iron (ZVI) nanoparticles have been extensively investigated for treatment of 

hazardous and toxic waste from contaminated sites and water remediation both these 

applications have been hindered due to their low air stability and tendency to agglomerate. To 

address this problem and stabilize the ZVIs nanoparticles, several coating materials and organic 

molecules with various functional groups  (amine, thiol, hydroxyl and carboxyl) have been 

demonstrated and evaluated. The results show that the ZVI coated with organic molecules 

containg carboxyl groups (glycine) has unprecedented stability and shelf life (> 12 months) 

under atmospheric conditions. To solve the agglomeration problem, the glycine protected ZVI 

nanoparticles were dispersed in rGO solution to make an atmospherically stable and 

aggregation-free ZVI-rGO composites. The environmental remediation performance of the 

prepared composite was evaluated using arsenic (As) solutions and showed an outstanding 

adsorption efficiency (As(III) (400 mg/g) and As(V) (131 mg/g) over a range of pHs, making 

ZVI-rGO composites an ideal sorbent for the removal of arsenic in broad remediation 

applications.  
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PREFACE 

This thesis is submitted as a “thesis by publication” in accordance with “Specifications for 
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was presented at 2 national conferences as first author. The research chapters included in this 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

Graphitic carbon materials for energy and environment 

1. Introduction  

Carbon is the second most abundant element in the biosphere and the 15th most abundant 

element in the earth’s crust and provides the basis for life on earth.1, 2 Carbon atoms have four 

valence electrons which are capable of forming sp2, sp3 and sp – hybridised states that adapt to 

form single, double, triple and aromatic carbon – carbon bonds.3 This makes carbon capable of 

forming many allotropes. Natural materials made from elemental carbon may possess different 

properties arising from their structure. For instance, graphite with sp2 hybridised carbon atoms 

is soft, opaque and is electrically conductive, while diamond composed of sp3 hybridised 

carbon atoms is hard, transparent and acts as an insulator.4-6 The discovery of fullerenes in 

1985 by Kroto et al., 7 followed by the invention of carbon nanotubes (CNT) in 19918 and 

recently graphene in 2004 9 has led to the explosion of newly developed carbon materials for 

unlimited numbers of applications including electronics, energy storage,10 sensors,11 catalysis, 

photo – electrical water splitting,12 adsorption,13 water purification14  and gas separation.15 The 

significant development of carbon materials have been recognized by the scientific community 

through the awarding of the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1996 for fullerenes, the Kavli Prize 

for carbon nanotubes in 2008 and the Nobel Prize for Physics for graphene in 2010.2 

Carbon materials are commonly integrated within polymeric and inorganic materials which 

serve to increase mechanical strength, toughness and electrical conductivity.16 Carbon displays 

a unique surface property with hydrophobic basal planes and hydrophilic surface functional 

groups such as oxygen, fluorine, nitrogen, carbonyl and carboxyl groups at the edges of the 

carbon atoms.17 These sites can act as primary sites for catalytic nanoparticle interaction and 
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heavy metal adsorption via electrostatic, coordination and/or van de Waal type interactions.18, 

19 Furthermore, carbon materials are tuneable and can be tailored to produce different forms 

such as spheres, tubes, fibres, sheets, and other three-dimensional (3D) architectures. The large 

surface area of these carbon materials can facilitate rapid diffusion of electrolytes and provide 

high active sites in electrochemical reactions.20, 21 Moreover, they are resistant to acids and 

bases, remain stable above 1023 K under inert atmosphere, and have the ability to form 

composites and hybrids with other materials.22-27 Although carbon materials and its composites 

with other elements have widely been used in research and industrial development, their 

structural diversity, mechanical properties, physicochemical properties, surface chemistry, 

processability and chemical resistance still require further exploration.5 

Herein, the diverse range carbon nanomaterials and their applications are summarised. Firstly, 

the composite forms of carbon nanomaterials and other elements such as metals and metal 

oxide nanoparticles, polymers and compounds will be introduced. Secondly, the correlation 

between these materials’ structure and properties related to their applications will also be 

presented. The selected applications of these materials in area of energy and environmental 

remediation will be discussed. Finally, research gaps for designing new carbon materials to 

address discussed limitations for these applications will be identified and used to scope this 

PhD thesis. These carbon nanoscale materials bring their advantages of low costs, easy-to-

synthesis, environmental-friendly and high performance that will be solution for alternation of 

traditional expensive catalysts for developing sustainable energy and eco-environment.  

1.1 Graphitic carbon materials 

The degree of the development of the graphitic carbon material technology can be used to 

classify the different kinds of available carbon materials in three categories; conventional 

carbon materials, nanotextured carbon and nanosized carbons.28 The conventional carbon 
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materials include naturally occurring graphite and diamond, the family of carbon blacks and 

activated carbon. The nanotextured carbon materials comprise of carbon materials such as 

carbon fibers, pyrolytic carbon and glass-like carbon, while nanosized carbons includes carbon 

nanotubes, fullerenes, mesoporous carbon materials and graphene (Figure 1).28 In this thesis, 

the categories of conventional carbons and nanosized carbons are discussed and graphitic 

carbon composite materials produced with nanosized carbon materials including CNT and 

graphene are utilised to develop catalysts for energy conversion and adsorbents for heavy metal 

(arsenic) adsorption. 

               

Figure 1. Allotropes of carbon and their crystal structures.29 

1.1.1 Conventional graphitic carbon materials 

1.1.1.1 Graphite 

Naturally occurring mineral graphite is formed from metamorphism in rocks, by the reduction 

of carbon compounds. Different forms of graphite such as crystalline flake graphite, amorphous 

graphite or lump graphite are found depending on the ore deposit.28 Graphite is soft, low 

density, crystalline allotrope of carbon. The crystalline structure of graphite consists of 

hexagonal rings forming thin parallel plates which are bonded via weak Van der Waals forces.30 

The layered arrangements of these parallel sheets provide self-lubricating properties to 

graphite.31 Graphite which possess high thermal, mechanical and electrical conductivity,32 high 
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temperature stability33 and high refractory34 and chemical inertness35 is extensively  utilised for 

many industries including lubricants, refractory materials, nuclear industry and electrical and 

mechanical applications.31, 34, 36, 37 

1.1.1.2 Diamond   

Diamond another naturally occurring allotrope can exist in two forms of polymorphs: cubic 

closed packed structure and lonsdaleite. The high hardness of diamond is attributed to the four 

strong covalent bonds formed by each atom utilising sp3 orbitals in cubic closed packed 

structure. 38 Diamond is an insulator with a band gap of < 5 eV and often not used in electro - 

chemical applications. However, when the doped with heteroatoms such as Boron, it showed 

improved electro-chemical stability, higher conductivity and corrosion resistance in both acidic 

and alkaline media.39-41 

1.1.1.3 Activated carbon (AC) 

AC belongs to a class of products which is never used by customers as the ultimate product, 

but rather utilised to manufacture many products across broad sectors including chemical, 

mineral processing, food, car and household products industries. AC is produced by the 

carbonization of carbon-based products such as coconut shell, nutshell, animal bones, wood or 

paper mill waste liquor at high temperature in the exclusion of air. During carbonisation process 

the organic matters in the carbon materials are broken in to volatile products and evaporated to 

create a highly porous structure containing pores previously occupied by the volatised matter 

which accounts to approximately half of the volume of carbon.42 

The main purpose of the production of AC carbon is to create maximum adsorption surface 

and condition these surfaces to have maximum adsorption for unit area. Many techniques have 

attempted to enhance the active sites including mild oxidation by introducing small amounts 

of stream or carbon dioxide. Furthermore, to increase the efficiency of the breakdown of 
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organic matters, strong dehydrators agents such as zinc chloride and phosphoric or sulfuric acid 

is also used. Large surface area values such as 800 – 1500 m2/g can be achieved for a typical 

AC. The maximum distribution of the pore volume versus pore diameter was found to in the 

range of 0.4 – 2.0 nm.43 

Various chemical natures of contaminants including high molecular weight, organic, neutral or 

non-polar are readily adsorbed onto AC.  AC primarily remove contaminates from liquid or 

vapour by means of physical adsorption.44 The walls of the AC consist pores (Figure 2) which 

possess large surface area exerts as attractive forces to seek to adhere other vulnerable surface 

molecules (contaminants). The contaminants are attracted to ACs because the carbon surface 

is greater than the forces that keep them dissolved in solution.  

                                    

Figure 2. SEM image of activated carbon (A) 250 x, (B) 2000 x.45 

1.1.1.4 Carbon black 

Carbon black possesses a para – crystalline structure of aggregated spherical particles of less 

than 50 nm (Figure 3). The structure and the particle size diameter determines the specific 

surface area of the material.46 The spherical carbon black particles consist of parallel graphitic 

layers with interplanar spacing of between 0.35 and 0.38 nm. The sp2 hybridised orbitals in the 

graphitic layer form a triangular in  plane formation while the Pz orbitals form weaker 

delocalised π bonding with the neighbouring carbon facilitating an electron flow.5 The specific 

surface area and structure of carbon black has great influence on the conductivity of the 

material.46 Synthesis of carbon black can be carried out using different processes including 
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furnace black, thermal black, acetylene black and lampblack.27 The BET surface area differs 

according to the process and varies from 65 – 80  m2g-1 for acetylene black 47 to greater than 

1000 m2g-1 for thermal blacks.27 Carbon black has been heavily researched for its 

electrochemical storage, energy conversion and environmental applications and used as an 

additive for polymers, paints, inks, rubber and construction materials.  

                                                            

Figure 3. Transition electron micrographs (TEM) image of a N 234 carbon black.48 

1.1.2. Nanosized graphitic carbon materials 

1.1.2.1 Fullerenes 

Buckminsterfullerene  (C60) was invented in 1985 by Kroto, Curl and Smally and nick named 

‘buckyball’ because it resembled the soccer ball.7 This unique compound was recognised by 

the scientific community and the Noble prize for Chemistry was awarded for it in 1996. It 

consists 60 carbon atoms and 32 faces where 20 of them are  hexagons and 12 pentagons.49 A 

carbon atom is placed at a corner where 2 six - member ring and one five-member ring come 

together.38 In fullerenes all rings are fused, and all the double bonds are conjugated.50 

Interestingly, in spite of extreme conjugation, fullerene behave as electron deficient alkenes 

rather than electron rich aromatic system.51 Buckminsterfullerene are held together and 

stabilised by weak forces which enables easy solubility of these materials in organic solvents 

such as benzene.38 The invention of fullerene and revivifying it to graphite science has been a 

challenge since its invention. However, recent studies have revealed that by the concept of 

fullerene isomerisation via catalysis by trace hydrogen and carbon atoms, fullerenes could be 

transformed to graphite through CNT and graphene.52 C60 and its derivatives have shown strong 
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antiviral and have demonstrated high potential for treatment of Human Immunodeficiency 

Virus (HIV)53 and used as photosensitisers.54 However, C60 have some major drawbacks such 

as complicated synthesis procedures, insolubility in aqueous media and aggregation of 

particles. 

1.1.2.2 Mesoporous carbon (MPC) 

Mesoporous materials are materials with a pore size between 2 and 50 nm. They can be 

synthesised through a number of procedures, including carbonisation of aerogels or cryogels,55 

high degree of activation of carbon materials with physical/chemical methods,43, 56 

carbonisation of hydrides of carbon materials composed of a thermoset and a thermally 

unstable compound,57 activation of carbon materials with a organometallic compounds or metal 

oxide precursors,58, 59 hard60 and soft61 templating methods. Among them, the templating 

method (hard and soft) provides well controlled mesoporous, while others only result in a wide 

range of mesoporous and limited micro pores structures.62 MPC are widely used in devices 

such as ultracapacitors, pseudocapasitors, lithium ion batteries, electro catalytic support and 

electrochemical hydrogen storage.63                          

                        

Figure 4. (a) FE-SEM and (b) TEM images of of the ordered mesopourous carbon.64 

1.1.2.3 Carbon nanotubes (CNTs)  

CNTs are carbon in cylinders shape made of graphitic layers which is produced by catalytic 

decomposition of hydrocarbon vapour.65, 66 CNTs can be either single wall (SWCNT) or 
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multiwall (MWCNT) with a diameter around less than 10 nm for SWCNTs or higher than 10 

nm for MWCNTs. The length of CNTs  can be many time longer than that of their diameter of 

up to a few micrometres.27 During synthesis process, single graphene sheets are rolled up to 

form seamless cylinders and assemble as SWCNT, while multiple graphene layers rolled up to 

form MWCNTs with an inter - layer distance of 3.6 Å (Figure 5). The statistical probability 

and restriction of relative dimensions of these individual tubes makes MWCNT a zero - gap 

semiconductor which allows thermal excitation of electrons to its conduction bands.27  

MWCNT is more metallic and conductive than SWCNT, while SWCNT provides greater 

surface area than MWCNT (5 - 500 m2g-1 for MWCNT and 400 - 900 m2g-1 for SWCNT). Both 

MWCNT and SWCNT have been investigated separately and used in electrochemical and field 

emission devices, electronic devices, hydrogen storage, sensors and probes, coating, energy 

storage and biotechnology.67,68 CNTs are also widely used in water purification 

applications.69,70 

                                                                                                       

Figure 5. (a) Schematics of SWCNTs which composed of a single layer of curly graphite. (b) 

Schemetics of MWCNTs.71 

1.1.2.4 Graphene    

Since the discovery of graphene by Geim and Novoselov in 2004 graphene, a structure of 

atomically thin carbon atoms arranged in a hexagonal array and defined as a 2D material, 72 

has been a focus on intense research due to its exceptional properties. Graphene possesses a 
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large specific theoretical surface area (2630 m2g-1), 73 high Young’s modulus (approx 1.0 TPa), 

74 high intrinsic mobility (200, 000 cm2v-1s-1) 75 and thermal conductivity (approx. 5000 Wm-

1K-1).76 Moreover, flexible graphene membranes can be easily modified and tuned depending 

on the target application.72 Single layer (single hexagonal sheet) to few-layer graphene 

consisted 3-10 layers can be produced by using exfoliation and cleavage,  thermal chemical 

vapour deposition or plasma chemical vapour deposition methods.77 One - atom graphene 

sheets which are superior to CNT, have all constituent carbon atoms on the surface and 2D 

planner geometry to facilitate electron transfer and increase electro catalytic activity.78    

                                    

Figure 6. (a) A low – magnification TEM image of many graphene sheets. (b) A high – 

magnification TEM image of the few  - layer graphene sheets. (c) The corresponding SAED 

pattern in (b).79  

1.1.2.5 Carbon nanodots 

Carbon nanodots are first obtained during purification of single-walled carbon nanotubes 

through preparative electrophoresis in 2004.80, 81 It increasingly became popular due to their 

easy to handle, abundant and inexpensive nature.80 Unlike the conventional carbon blacks 

which possess weak fluorescence, C-dots due to their low particle sizes (below 10 nm) shows 

strong florescence and commonly referred as fluorescent carbon.80 Nuclear magnetic resonance 

(NMR) investigations on C-dots revealed that C-dots obtained from candle soots are sp2 
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hybridised without the precent of any sp3 carbon atoms indicating presence of conjugated 

systems.82 Due to its unique properties such as high aqueous solubility, easy functionalisation, 

excellent bio compatibility, high resistance to photo bleaching and low toxicity, C-dots have 

found important and wide applications in energy 83 and catalysis, 84 biological labelling, 84 drug 

delivery 85, bio imaging,86 and sensing.87 

1.2 Graphitic carbon materials for energy and environmental applications 

1.2.1 Graphitic carbon materials as electro catalysts for oxygen reduction catalysts in a 

Polymer Electrolyte Membrane Fuel Cells (PEMFC). 

Fuel cells generate electricity by electrochemically combining a gaseous fuel (hydrogen) and 

an oxidant gas (oxygen from the air) using electrodes in an ion conducting electrolyte.88 A 

schematic representation of a PEMFC is shown in Figure 7. In a PEMFC, oxygen is reduced at 

the cathode using oxygen reducing electro catalysts. Carbon materials including carbon black, 

CNT, mesoporous carbon and graphene are widely employed as ORR catalysts.89-91. Among 

the catalysts, nitrogen doped carbon material such as carbon nanotubes (CNT), 92 graphene, 93 

nano tube cups 94 and mesoporous graphitic arrays 95 have drawn attention due to their good 

durability and low cost. Apart from N-doped carbon materials, graphitic carbon materials 

doped with heteroatoms such as sulphur (S), 96 boron (B) 97 and phosphorous (P) 98 has shown 

outstanding catalytic activity for ORR.  

                           

Figure 7: A schematic representation of a PEMFC.99 
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The ORR activity of N-doped carbons starts from the conjugation formed between the nitrogen 

lone pairs and the π orbitals of graphene. The major breakthrough in metal free N-doped carbon 

catalysts came in 2009 when Gong et al. 92 developed a vertically aligned N-doped carbon nano 

tubes (VA-NCNT) using pyrolysis of iron (II) phthalocyanine (a metal heterocyclic molecule 

containing nitrogen) in the presence of NH3 vapour. Interestingly, after complete removal of 

the residual Fe catalyst by electrochemical purification, these metal - free catalysts showed 

remarkable ORR activity via a four – electron transfer and lower over potential and higher 

stability than Pt/C catalysts.92 Gong et al.92 used quantum mechanics calculations with a 

B3LPY hybrid density functional theory (Gaussian 03) and reported that to counter balance the 

strong electronic affinity of nitrogen atom, the carbon atom adjacent to nitrogen shows a 

substantially high positive charge density. This N - induced charge delocalisation facilitates O-

O adsorption on to the positively charged carbon atom adjacent to the N atom, which eventually 

weaken the O-O bond to facilitate ORR.92  

Nitrogen doped carbon materials including N-doped carbon black (N-CB), N-doped graphene 

(N-GR), N-doped CNT (N-CNT) and N-doped porous carbon, is one of the mostly investigated 

hetero doped carbons for ORR application.100 During the heat treatment, nitrogen atoms replace 

carbon atoms in the basal plane of the graphitic carbon structure in different configurations 

including pyridinic, pyrrolic or graphitic/quaternary nitrogen 93 which contribute differently to 

the ORR activity (Figure 8). Even though many investigations suggest that these species can 

contribute to the ORR activity differently, their specific role for ORR activity still remains 

unclear. However, the many reviews conducted on the activity suggest that the pyridinic 

nitrogen improve the onset potential, graphitic /quaternary nitrogen influence the limiting 

current density and the total amount of nitrogen present do not play a vital role in ORR activity. 

93, 101  
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Figure 8. Possible bonding configarations for N in graphitic networks: (a) pyridine – like N, 

(b) pyrrole-type N (other pyrrolic configarations are possible provided the nitrogen remains sp3 

coordinated), (c) graphite substitutional nitrogen, (d) nitrile -C=N, (e) -NH2, (f) pyridinic N – 

vacancy complex, (g) pyridinic N3 - vacancy and (h) interstitial nitrogen. Adopted from Ewels 

et al.102 

Jayabharathi et al.90 synthesised a N-doped carbon black by coating the carbon black (Vulcan 

XC 72R)  with polyaniline followed by its subsequent annealing at high temperature. 

Comparing N-doped carbon black with non-doped carbon black showed significant increase in 

ORR activity on N-doped carbon black and demontrated the same current density as the Pt/C 

catalyst. The enhanced activity was ascribed to the pyridinic and pyrrolic nitrogen species 

introduced on to the graphitic carbon framework. However, carbon black does not provide the 

necessary catalyst dispersion and prolonged particle attachment for an effective electro 

chemical activity.103-105 Therefore, research to develop a more efficient catalyst support became 

inevitable. In this context, CNT was used as a catalytic support because the catalyst 

nanoparticles can be easily dispersed in CNT. Both SWCNT and MWCNT were investigated 

as ORR catalysts. The comparison ORR activity on Pt catalysts dispersed on SWCNT and 

MWCNT showed, Pt dispersed in SWCNT outperformed Pt dispersed in MWCNT by 

providing higher electrochemical active area and catalytic activity.106 Thus, when compared 
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with carbon black, the Pt nanoparticles supported on SWCNT showed 75% more power density 

than carbon black supported Pt nanoparticles.106 Unlike the deep pores in carbon black which 

prevents access of catalyst nanoparticles, the CNT surface allows easy access for the deposition 

of catalyst nanoparticles. However, catalysts nanoparticles with larger diameter suffers easy 

access of the pores on the catalyst supports.  

MPC with precise pore distributions could open the door to processing large molecules that are 

unable to enter into tiny porous framework (e.g. zeolite). These materials process high surface 

areas and uniform pore diameters exhibit highly versatile structural and excellent 

physicochemical properties which promote their application for electrochemical catalysts. 

Doping MPC materials can significantly alter its electrical, thermal and chemical stability.107-

109 N-doped MPC is commonly synthesised by impregnating nitrogen containing precursors in 

to the micro channels of the hard templates, followed by polymerising, carbonising and finally 

removing the hard template.107-109 The incorporation of the hetero atoms to MPC increases the 

electron conductivity and narrows the band gap of the MPC.110 Investigation of nitrogen N-

MPC on electro chemical activities have indicated that the higher surface area and conductivity 

of the materials contributed to the enhanced intrinsic activity of these materials.91  

Several groups have conducted studies on metal free N-graphene and reported enhanced 

catalytic activity towards ORR111-114 compared to pristine graphene. Qu et el.112 synthesised 

the first N-graphene using chemical vapour deposition method using methane and ammonia. 

The reported material displayed ORR activity and was driven by one-step four - electron 

pathway with an electron transfer number of 3.6 – 4.0 in the potential range 0.4 – 0.8 V.  Liao 

et al.115 synthesised N-doped graphene sheets (NG-C) using a two -step calcination strategy 

using α – hydroxy acid (AHAs) (citric acid) and melamine as carbon and nitrogen precursors, 

respectively exhibited excellent operational stability than the commercial Pt/C and assisted the 

ORR via a four – electron kinetics. Recently, macroscopic assembled graphene from nanoscale 
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building blocks has become an interesting research topic. In this context, three dimensionally 

(3D) self - assembled graphene sheets to disperse nanoparticle has been extensively 

investigated.116-119 Wu et al.22 synthesised 3D assembled N- doped graphene sheets (aerogels) 

with iron nanoparticles via chemical or hydrothermal reduction.117, 120-122 The synthesised 

product showed excellent ORR activity in alkaline media via four - electron transfer 

mechanism with high current density and lower H2O2 yield.  

In recent years the scientific community has shown considerable interest in carbon composite 

and hybrid materials with different unique morphologies and used them as electro catalysts for 

ORR.100 Composite materials made from two different carbon materials have been reported in 

the literature. For example, Li et al.123 used two different carbon materials (rGO and carbon 

black) and synthesised a Pt nanoparticles supported rGO/carbon black composites to enhance 

the electro catalytic activity of the Pt catalysts. Here, the carbon black particles were used to 

intercalate between the rGO sheets to prevent rGO sheets from stacking due to its π – π 

interaction. This unique structure facilitated the diffusion of oxygen molecules to the active 

site to increase ORR activity. Composite materials synthesised using carbon materials and 

metal nanoparticles with unique morphology e.g. pea-pod like structure, core-shell structure 

and yolk shell structures have been investigated and reported.24-26 A detailed description of the 

electro chemical properties of the N-doped carbon and hybrid catalysts consisting carbon and 

Fe is displayed in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Description of the electrochemical properties of N-doped carbon and hybrid catalysts 

for ORR. Adopted from Ge et al.100 

Catalysts Electr
olyte 

Onset 
potentia
l V (RHE) 

Halfwav
e 

potentia
l V (RHE) 

Number of 
electrons 

transferred 
(n) 

Hydroge
n 

peroxide 
(%)  

Current 
density 

(mA/cm2) 

BET 
surfac
e area 
(m2/g) 

Factors contributed 
towards increased ORR 

activity 

Reference 

N-doped 
porous 
carbon 

0.10 M 
KOH 

0.86 0.70 3.68 at 0.30 
V (RHE) 

- 4.59 at 0.00 
V (RHE) 

783.0 Pyridinic nitrogen 
species, porous 

structure and high 
electrical conductivity. 

124 

N-doped 
carbon 
sheets 

0.10 M 
KOH 

0.91 0.73 3.74 at 0.50 
V (RHE) 

- - 999.5 Proper combination of 
graphitic and pyridinic 
N species with more 
exposed edge sites. 

125 

N-doped 
carbon 

nanofiber 

0.10 M 
KOH 

0.95 0.80 3.96 at 0.80 
V (RHE) 

Less 
than 10 

5.20 at 0.40 
V (RHE) 

916.0 Rapid transport of ORR 
species facilitated by 
the 3D nanofibrous 

network. 

126 

N-doped 
carbon 

nanosheets 

0.10 M 
KOH 

0.96 0.85 3.67 – 3.94 
at 0.05 – 

0.75 V (RHE) 

4.30 – 
16.50 
from 

0.05 – 
0.75 V 
(RHE) 

5.45 at 0.00 
V at (RHE) 

589.0 Unique planner porous 
shells comprise of pore 

size of 22 nm which 
facilitated electrolyte/ 

reactant diffusion. 

127 

N-doped 
graphene 

0.10 M 
KOH 

0.95 0.82 3.80 at 0.65 
V (RHE) 

- - 565.1 Low N doping 
concentrations (3.02 

%), high degree of 
graphitization, 

enhanced conductivity, 
high surface area and 

pore volume. 

128 

N-doped 
graphene-

CNT 

0.10 M 
KOH 

0.91 0.71 ≈ 4 at 0.00 - 
0.55 V (RHE) 

- - - High content of 
pyridinic N (56 At %) 

and increased content 
of quaternary N (15 
At%). Quaternary N 

increased the limiting 
current. 

129 

N-doped 
graphene 

0.10 M 
KOH 

- - 3.60 – 4.00 
from 0.40 – 
0.80 V (RHE) 

- - - Pyridic and pyrrolic N 
species facilitated 

oxygen adsorption to 
the adjacent carbon. 

112 

N-doped 
graphene 

0.10 M 
KOH 

0.96 - 3.50 
(average) 

from 0.65 – 
0.25 V (RHE) 

- - 1167.0 High pyridinic N content 115 

3D Fe3O4/NG 0.10 M 
KOH 

- - 3.72 – 3.95 
from 0.75 to 
-0.20 V (RHE) 

11.0 at 
0.55 V 
(RHE) 

≈ 8.00 at 
0.00 V (RHE) 

- 3D macro porous 
structures facilitated 

mass transfer 

22 

Vertically 
aligned N-
doped CNT 

0.10 M 
KOH 

- - 3.90 at 0.65 
(RHE) 

- - - Pyridic and pyrrolic N 
species facilitated 

oxygen adsorption to 
the adjacent carbon. 

92 
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Fe/Fe3C/N/C 0.10 M 
KOH 

0.98 0.87 3.70 – 3.85 
from 0.20 – 
0.70 V (RHE) 

15 at 
0.50 V 
(RHE) 

6.03 at 0.50 
V RHE 

- Proper combination of 
pyridic and pyrrolic N 
species and porous 
architecture of the 
composite material 

which facilitated mas 
transport 

130 

Fe/Nx/C 0.10 M 
KOH 

1.05 0.87 ≈ 3.90 from 
0.20 – 0.80 V 

(RHE) 

≈ 4.5 
from 0.2 
– 0.80 V 

(RHE) 

≈ 6.30 at 
0.10 V (RHE) 

1100.0 Fe-N-C active sites. 
Activity increased 

according to Fe-N4/2-C > 
Fe4-N-C > N-C > Fe4-C ≈ 

C 

131 

Fe/N/C 0.10 M 
KOH 

1.03 0.82 ≈ 3.97 from 
0.55 – 0.73 V 

(RHE) 

- 8.31 at 0.30 
V (RHE) 

326.0 Nature of the porous 
molecular organic 

frame work (MOF) nano 
structure, increased 

conductivity and Fe and 
N (pyridic and 

quaternary) based 
compounds. 

132 

Fe/N/C 0.10 M 
KOH 

0.92 0.81 ≈ 3.96 from 
0.10 – 1.10 V 

(RHE) 

Less 
than 4.0 

from 
0.10 – 
1.10 V 
(RHE) 

6.06 at 0.20 
V (RHE) 

56.0 N binding iron species 
(Fe-Nx) and abundant 

Fe2+ species. 

133 

Fe/Fe2.5C/N/
C 

0.10 M 
NaOH 

0.90 0.72 ≈ 3.85 from 
0.12 – 0.81 V 

(RHE) 

Less 
than 6.0 

from 
0.12 – 
0.81 V 
(RHE) 

≈ 4.75 at 0.1 
V (RHE) 

- Both pyridinic and 
graphitic N species and 

Fe2.5C confined in 
carbon layers. 

25 

Fe3C/N/CNT 0.10 M 
KOH 

0.96 0.83 3.99 from 
0.30 – 0.90 V 

(RHE) 

Less 
than 7.7 

from 
0.30 – 
0.90 V 
(RHE) 

≈ 6.00 at 
0.00 V (RHE) 

151.2 High pyridic N content 
(33 At %) 

134 

FexC/NGR 0.10 M 
KOH 

0.92 0.78 3.79 - 3.99 
from 0.30 – 
0.00 V (RHE) 

- ≈ 3.80 at 
0.00 V (RHE) 

- Fe-N complexes with 
high content of 

pyridinic N, synergetic 
active site created by 
both Fe and N species 
and graphitised carbon 
nanoshells due to high 
degree of edge plane 

exposure. 

135 

3D 
FexN/NGA 

0.10 M 
KOH 

0.96 - 4.00 at 0.55 
V (RHE) 

- 6.00 at -0.2 
V (RHE) 

- Fe-N-C active sites, 
dominant FeN phase in 

the hybrid and small 
FexV nanoparticles (5 – 

20 nm) 

136 

 

Based on the literature survey on carbon nanoscale materials, their advantages and catalytic 

performances, we deduced graphitic carbon composite materials could be further explored to 

produce a low cost, easily synthesised, environmentally-friendly catalyst for the development 

of sustainable and eco-friendly fuel cell technology as an alternative to depleting fossil fuels.  
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In particular, most carbon-based catalysts discussed were synthesised using complicated 

synthesis procedures using hazardous chemicals making them practically non-feasible 

industrial catalysts.  Here in this thesis, this problem is addressed by the synthesis of catalysts 

using low cost, scalable and eco-friendly graphitic carbon composites materials using non-

hazardous materials for fuel cell technology.  

1.2.2 Carbon materials for heavy metal adsorption 

Carbon materials have emerged as an important class of materials due to their exceptional 

chemical and physical properties.137-139 Their ability to perform under strong acidic, basic 

environments and at high temperature has made carbon materials ideal for a range of 

applications.137 Furthermore, they are cost effective and environmentally friendly, which make 

them ideal material to be used as industrial scale absorbent.137, 140, 141 

AC has been used as an adsorbent for removal of organic and inorganic pollutants from liquid 

and gas phases for many years.142 AC possesses unique properties including well organised 

micro porosity, high surface area (500 - 1500 m2g-1) and addition of surface functional groups  

which make them an ideal material for adsorption of pollutants.143 These exceptional properties 

can be modified to target specific organic, inorganic or metals present in water.143 Surface 

treatments such as oxidation,144, 145 ammonification,146, 147 sulphuration148, 149 and addition of 

ligands150, 151 have been performed on the surface of the AC to increase their surface activity 

towards adsorption of organic and inorganic contaminants. Activate carbon oxidised by 

hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), nitric acid (HNO3), ammonium persulphate (NH4)2S2O2 or ozone 

(O3)
145, 152, 153 can increase the acidic oxygen groups on the activated carbon surface and 

increase the polarity of the material. At reduced pH, it facilitates the electrostatic attraction 

between the positively charged metal ions and negatively charged activated carbon surface.143 

With the discovery of carbon allotropes such as carbon nanotubes and graphene, new 

generation of carbon materials have immerged as effective adsorbents for water remediation. 
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Among them, mesoporous carbon, CNT and graphene has been widely employed for heavy 

metal adsorption.154-156 Since the unique properties of activated carbon effectively facilitated 

the adsorption of heavy metals, synthetic approaches such as mesoporous carbon materials 

were synthesised to obtain similar structure. Considerable efforts have been made to prepare 

mesoporous adsorbents with large surface area and defined pore structures and the pore shape. 

However, the MPC synthesised do not possess any surface properties to act as the binding sites 

for heavy metal adsorption. Therefore, functional groups should be introduced to the MPC to 

be effective adsorbents. Thiol157, 158 and amine functionalised155, 159 MPC utilised for heavy 

metal adsorption has been widely reported. Saha et al.157 synthesised a sulphur functionalised 

MPC material using soft template method. After functionalisation, the mesoporous carbon 

behaves as a soft base while mercury, lead and cadmium in solution present as soft acids.  

According Pearson’s hard soft acid base theory (HSAB), soft acids can favour coordination 

with soft bases to perform adsorption. Li et al.155 prepared nitrogen functionalised mesoporous 

carbon materials with high nitrogen content using ionic liquid (1-cyanomethyl-3-

methylimidazolium bromide) using colloidal silica template. The synthesised material showed 

high adsorption capacity towards copper ions (Cu2+) via electrostatic interaction between 

pyridinic nitrogen and Cu2+.  

Pristine CNT surface lacks enough active site to adsorb heavy metal ions effectively, thus needs 

surface modifications. Surface modifications of CNT have proven to show enhance adsorption 

capacity for heavy metals. Abbas et al.156 reviewed nearly 150 published journal articles on 

adsorption of heavy metal such as  Cr (II), Cr (VI), As (III), As (VI), Hg (II), Cu (II), Zn (II), 

Ni (II), Cd (II), Pb (II) Co (II) using CNT and disclosed that the adsorption capacity of the acid 

modified carbon is higher than the pristine CNT. Authors further revealed that the adsorption 

increased due to the electro static interaction between the divalent metal ions and the negatively 

charged CNT after acid treatment.156 Acid treatment on CNT can be achieved using oxidising 
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agents such as KMnO4,
160 H2O2

161 and strong acids including HNO3, H2SO4 and HCl162-164 

which introduces different oxygen containing functional groups on CNT surface and change 

the surface chemistry of the CNT to facilitate metal ion adsorption (Scheme 1) .  

                  

Scheme 1. Schematic diagram of the major mechanism for sorption of divalent metal ions onto 

CNT surface.165  

Even though the CNT has shown promising adsorption efficiencies, the use of CNT for heavy 

metal adsorption is associated with some drawbacks: 

 

1. Relatively expensive than the traditional adsorbents.166 

2. Regeneration and reuse of these materials remain as a challenge because of its small 

size.156  

3. Release of these particles as suspended particulate (PM) mater in the work environment 

caused inhalation hazards.156 

4. Release of chemically modification CNT to the environment can be an issue.156 

Applications of graphene as an adsorbent has been widely reported in the past two decades.19, 

154, 167-169 Graphene synthesised via reduction of graphene oxide is often associated with a 

residual carboxyl functional groups at the edge of its surface.154 These surface charges of these 

functional groups could change according to the pH of the medium. Graphene has an iso 

electric point (IEP) around 3.8 and at pH < 3.8 graphene has a positive surface charge because 
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of protonation reaction.154 At this pH, it can act as an anion exchanger. At pH > 3.8 it possesses 

a negative charge and can adsorb cations.154  Huang et al19 investigated the adsorption capacity 

of thermally modified graphene sheets for Pb2+ adsorption and revealed two possible  

mechanisms; electro static interaction or Lewis acid - base interaction. The electrostatic 

interaction is proceeded via positively charged Pb2+ and π – electrons in the graphene.19 

Conversely, graphene which can donate electrons and act as a Lewis base170 and form a Lewis 

acid - base interaction forming a coordination bond with  the electron deficient Pb2+.19 

However, use of graphene as an adsorbent is associated with some drawback such as its small 

size, collection, reusability and aggregation.171 Furthermore, graphene synthesised by 

reduction of graphene oxides requires strong acid, oxidising agents and reducing agents and 

disposal of such materials can be an hazard.171 

To prevent aggregation and easy collection of graphene after remediation, metal nanoparticles 

have been mixed with graphene.171, 172 Magnetic nanoparticle embedded graphene can be easily 

removed by an external magnet after remediation.173 Furthermore, these nanoparticle act as 

mutual spacers between the graphene sheets and prevent them from aggregation.174 Nano 

particles of metal and metal oxides with high surface area and specific adsorption capability 

are another group of materials which are extensively used as an adsorbent for heavy metal 

removal from water. Iron oxide,175 silver nanoparticle,176 manganese oxide,176 aluminium 

oxide,177 titanium dioxides,178 cerium oxide177 and magnesium oxide177 have been tested as 

possible adsorbents for heavy metal removal. These metal nanoparticles provides minimum 

environmental damage and also does not cause any secondary pollutions.179 Out of the many 

nanoparticles tested magnetic nanoparticles were more preferred because they can be easily 

separated by an external magnet. However, magnetic nanoparticles have the tendency to 

agglomerated due to their magnetic nature and therefore, should be properly dispersed in a 

support material to reduce the agglomeration. Magnetic nanoparticles such as iron oxides can 
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be dispersed in a 2D180 or 3D reduced graphene oxide architecture 13 depending on the synthesis 

conditions. These metal ions apart from preventing reduced graphene oxide sheets being 

agglomerated, can contribute to the adsorption of heavy metals via electrostatic interaction.113 

Andjelkovic et al.13 synthesised 3D graphene aerogels decorated with goethite nanoparticles 

and investigated its adsorption capacity towards arsenic species and reported that the arsenic 

species are adsorbed by ligand interchange between arsenic species and oxyhydroxide 

nanoparticles. 

Agglomeration of ZVI particles due to its magnetic properties and is a major concern because 

it reduces the effective active sites for the adsorption of arsenic species. To prevent the ZVI 

particles from aggregating, inert materials has been used as carrier materials for ZVI particles, 

including readily available materials such as bentonite, 181 zeolite 182 and natural clays.183 Bio 

char materials derived from rice hull184 and pine185 have also been used as a supporting material 

for ZVI to reduce agglomeration. Graphene can be as a supporting material for metal 

nanoparticles for the removal of heavy metals13, 186-188 and also can be used by itself to adsorb 

heavy metals.19 The adsorption properties of graphene is dependent on the edge oxygen 

functional groups present in graphene.18 Oxygen atoms present on these functional groups have 

much higher affinity towards the metal ions. The oxygen containing functional groups on the 

graphene have the ability to form interactions such as electrostatic and coordination with the 

metal ions.18 Further, the π electrons on the graphene sheets act as a Lewis base and act as an 

electron donor. The metal ions act as a Lewis acid and accept electron to form a complex 

through Lewis base interaction.18, 19 Alternatively, graphene surface can be used to disperse the 

metal nanoparticle to avoid agglomeration of nanoparticles.  

ZVI stabilised with organic compounds dispersed in different support materials been 

extensively used for removal of As species as shown in Table 2. However, the efficiency of the 

As species removal is not very effective because the ZVI particles are not properly air stabilised 
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or been agglomerated. Therefore, Chapter 6(a) was focussed on enhancing the As species 

adsorption and discover organic materials that could contribute to enhanced air stability to ZVI 

and effective supports to prevent them from being agglomerated. 

Table 2. Different organic materials and support materials used for the to provide air stability 

and prevent agglomeration of ZVI and their adsorption capacities towards AS adsorption. 
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2.0 Carbon materials for addressing significant problems in energy and environmental 

crises 

2.1 Depletion of fossil fuels and an alternative suggestion using graphitic carbon 

composites 

The world is progressing towards an energy crisis with the increasing of world population.197 

According to United Nations World Population Prospects (2015 Revision), the world 

population is growing by 1.18 % and is expected to increase up to 9.7 billion by 2050. The 

increasing population along with economic development has created a huge increase in energy 

demand for global production and energy consumption. The International Energy Outlook 

2016 (IEO 2016) has projected the energy consumption will rise by 48% form year 2012 - 

2040.  The energy demand is expected to increase from 549 quadrillion British thermal units 

(Btu) in 2012 to 815 quadrillion Btu in 2040 (IEO 2016) as can be overviewed from the world 

energy consumption in the period of 1990 to 2040 in Figure 9. 

                                     

Figure 9. World energy consumption from 1990 – 2040 obtained from IEO 2016.198 

Energy is supplied by fossil fuels that included petroleum liquids, coal and natural gas and 

renewable energy sources such as solar, wind, hydropower, biomass, geothermal and fuel 

cells199-201. However, according to Nehring et al.,201 fossil fuels have supplied approximately 
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85 – 93% of the world total energy demand for the last five decades. The U.S. Energy 

Information Administration (EIA) has predicted that this trend will continue for the next few 

decades and fossils fuels will be used to supply almost 80% percent of the total enegy demand 

in 2040 (EIA 2013).  

The dependance on the fossil fuel for the supply of such a large portion of energy demand is 

associated with two major drawbacks: finite availalability of fossil fuel reserves and the 

enviromental pollutions associated with it. Fossil fuel resoures are limited and some forecasts 

project that there may be as little as 150 years of reserves left.202 Furthermore, the combustion 

of fossil fuels for energy production produces undesirable Green House Gases (GHG) 

including carbon dioxide (CO2), nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and sulphur dioxide (SO2).
203 Out of 

all anthropogenic GHC emission derived from the energy sector in 2008, 62% of CO2 emission 

was was from fossil fuels (EIA, 2010) (Figure 10). It was revealed that the overall CO2 levels 

in the environment has increased 31% in the past 200 years.199 As a consequence, the global 

mean surface temperature has risen by 0.4 – 0.8 °C above the base line value of 14 °C in the 

last century which has risen the sea level of average annual rate of 1 – 2 meters.199, 204   

                                

Figure 10. Global anthropogenic GHG emissions by type and process obtained from EIA, 2010. 

203 
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If these major issues are not addressed, there will be devastating consequences for the world 

economy, global climate and human well-being.  Therefore, rapid and profound measures are 

needed to minimise these devastating effects from uprising global energy demand and global 

warming. To reduce conventional fossil fuel usage and CO2 emissions, alternative energy 

technologies should be introduced to generate new energies. In this context, two major 

approaches can be adopted to minimise the conventional fossil fuel usage; the use of 

Renewable Energy Sources (RES) to generate the alternative energy supply for the world’s 

growing energy demand 6, 199, 200 or a synthetic method of producing fuels.  In 2001, RES 

accounts for the supply approximately 14% of the total world energy demand which includes 

solar, wind, hydropower, biomass, geothermal and fuel cells. The continued rise in global 

energy demand, the depletion of the world’s non-renewable fossil fuel resources and global 

pollution associated with fossil fuels has initiated a global push towards RES has the potential 

to produce energy with zero or almost zero emissions of both air pollutants and greenhouse 

gases.199, 200   

Among the RES, fuel cells have captured the interest of the scientific community because its 

ability to use atmospheric oxygen as fuel and operate with almost zero CO2 emission. Fuel cells 

generate electricity by electrochemically combining a gaseous fuel (hydrogen) and an oxidant 

gas (oxygen from the air) using electrodes in an ion conducting electrolyte.88 This electro –  

chemical process produces water as the by-product. One of the main features of the fuel cell is 

its ability to convert chemical energy into electrical energy with two or three times higher 

conversion efficiencies than present electricity generators.88 PEMFC which convert the 

chemical energy stored in hydrogen fuel directly and efficiently to electrical energy by using 

oxygen in air with no CO2 emission having demonstrated to dominate the transportation fuel 

market.99 The process offers a pollution-free environment since the generation of electricity 

which does not produce any environmentally harmful by-products. When hydrogen obtained 
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from natural gas is used as fuel, a reduction of two million kg of CO2 emission can be 

achieved.88 Thus, by reducing gases such as CO2, NO2 and SO2, it also eliminates nearly 20,000 

kg/year of environmentally disruptive acid rain.85 These features of fuel cells stand up to be an 

efficient and environmentally friendly alternative energy source for the conventional fossil fuel 

energy.88 

Although fuel cells are a promising alternative energy source for fossil fuels, the development 

of this technology suffers from sluggish Kinetics of the ORR at the cathode.205 In a typical 

PEM system, ORR at cathode contributes to the loss of more than half of the voltage loss 

because of its slow reaction.206 Thus, to increase reactivity at the cathode, new innovative 

catalysts which are capable of increasing the reactivity at the cathode are required. Over the 

decades, high performance of platinum (Pt) based catalysts have dominated the fuel cells 

industry. However, the limited availability and the high cost of Pt, together with its 

susceptibility to time-dependant drift and CO deactivation, have restricted their 

commercialisation.101 Ever since these drawbacks of Pt catalysts were realised, efforts have 

been made to find a suitable alternative to Pt based catalysts. In this context, carbon materials 

which are abundantly available, stable under extremely corrosive conditions, provide good 

electrical conductivity, show high activity and selectivity, have been considered as an 

alternative to replace the Pt catalysts in the electro chemical reduction of oxygen in fuel cells. 

99, 207, 208 In this thesis, different carbon composite materials (doped and non-doped) with 

different morphologies have been synthesised and characterised as oxygen reduction catalysts.    

2.2 Contamination of drinking water and removal of heavy metal contaminates (arsenic)  

All human beings need clean water to survive. Although the earth’ atmosphere is almost 

covered with 70% of water, only a small percentage (0.14%) is available as consumable water 

which should be purified before consumption.137 To increase the available consumable water 
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for human beings, efforts have been made to convert sea water to drinking water via 

desalination using techniques such as mechanical vapour compression, multiple effect 

distillation, multi stage distillation, nano filtration, electro dialysis reversal reverse osmosis 

(RO).209 However, these bear high processing costs and currently only wealthy countries utilise 

these technologies.210  Where water desalination is not practical the scarcity of clean water has 

become a major concern which can hinder economic developments, degrade environment, 

devastate human health and form political instability.137, 210 With only small amount of water 

is fresh and consumable, the world will encounter a major crisis in 2030, when one third of its 

population will not have access to clean water.137 The increasing economic and industrial 

development further contribute to the contamination of water systems by the increase of 

uncontrolled release of industrial, domestic and agricultural effluents to the environment. 

Furthermore, when water flows through the rocks, additional pollution of water systems may 

be introduced by dissolutions of heavy metals.211, 212 Heavy metals such as lead (Pb), mercury 

(Hg), cadmium (Cd) and arsenic (As) can be released to the water. These toxic heavy metals 

can enter human body when consumed without purification. Long term exposure of heavy 

metals causes adverse health effects to human systems such as cardiovascular, neurological, 

urinary and blood systems and effect body parts such as kidney, brain, lungs, heart and skin 

and trigger cancer formation to these organs.213 Therefore, to address this crisis, reduce further 

pollution and provide clean drinking water, we need technology which will cheaply and 

efficiently remove toxic heavy metals from water.  

Several purification methods have been tested for water remediation in the past including 

oxidation and precipitation processes,214 coagulation215 and electro-coagulation,216 co-

precipitation,217 ion exchange,218 adsorption,219 filtration,220 reverse osmosis,221 biological 

treatment222 and solvent extraction.223 Among these methods, adsorption is widely favoured 

because it is economical, eco-friendly and rapid.137 In the last few decades several materials  
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have been dedicated to effectively adsorb and pollutants and contaminants from water, such as 

bark,224 peanut skins,225 cotton,226 chitin,227 biomass,228 chitosan,229 fly ash,230 bentonite,231 

peat,232 polymers,233 alumina,234, 235 metal organic frameworks.236 and iron oxides coated 

sand237 and zero valent irons (ZVI).238, 239  However, many of these materials have a high 

capacity but suffer from other setbacks such as stability, cost and lack of scalability. Among 

these catalysts, ZVI is favoured because its low cost, low toxicity, availability, 

environmental compatibility and high reactivity.240 However, its application as a potential 

heavy metal adsorbent is hindered because it undergoes rapid oxidation if not stored in an 

inert environment after preparation as after preparation the samples will aggregate due to their 

magnetic property, which  can subsequently change their chemistry and impede their usage for 

the removal of pollutants.241, 242 Therefore, for ZVI to be used in the industrial scale, its surface 

should be protected from atmospheric air oxidation and prevented from agglomeration. 

To overcome these challenges and to provide stability to the ZVI, the surface charge of the 

nanoparticle should be altered. Impartation of electro - static repulsion forces and steric 

stabilization of the ZVI surfaces can alter the surface chemistry of the ZVI and provide stability 

to the ZVI.243-245 The materials used to coat the ZVI should provide strong long range repulsive 

forces preventing the attraction due to magnetic forces between them.243, 246 Steric stabilisation 

can be achieved by coating the nanoparticles with long chain hydrophilic polymers which 

interact with the nanoparticles prevent agglomeration. The long hydrophilic chains of these 

polymers extend in to the solution to provide stability.246  

In this context, several materials with different functional groups have been employed to 

stabilise ZVI in the past. Feng and Zhao247 applied a simple and green approach using starch 

to form a cluster structure with mono and bimetallic Fe0 nanoparticles for degradation of 

organics under inert atmosphere. Wijesekara et al.248 further compared the stability of nano-

ZVI that had been exposed to starch and different mercapto acids. Using mercaptoacetic acid 
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(MA), mercaptopropionic acid (MP) and mercaptosuccinic acid (MS) they found that, MA and 

MS coated nano ZVI were stable for 3 weeks, resulting in rapid oxidation when exposed to air 

after this period. Other organic compounds, such as carboxymethyl cellulose,249 polyacrylic 

acid,250 and cellulose acetate 251 have also been used to coat ZVI particles. However, long term 

particle stability of ZVI is rarely achieved. Moreover, the functional groups responsible to 

provide long - term stability has not been properly investigated. Therefore, to address this gap, 

five different organic chemicals were evaluated with four different functional groups (-SH, -

OH, -NH2 and -COOH) for the air stabilising capabilities on ZVI. The synthesised materials 

were exposed to air and the stability in atmospheric air is also evaluated. To reduce particle 

agglomeration, the ZVI provided the long-term stability was entrapped on rGO and 

investigated for adsorption of As species. 

3.0 Aims and objectives 

The broad aim of the work described in this thesis was to develop graphitic carbon based 

composite materials with specific morphologies using low cost materials, less complicated and 

environmentally friendly processes for applications in energy and environmental protection.  

In this context, four different approaches (objective 1-3) were dedicated to synthesising 

graphitic carbon composite materials for the benefit of the energy sector and one approach 

(objective 4) was devoted to synthesising graphitic carbon composite materials for the 

environmental sector. The first three approaches (objective 1-3) were to synthesise oxygen 

reduction catalysts using graphitic carbon composite materials which can be used in the 

automotive industry to provide a sustainable technology with clean and efficient energy 

production at low cost and potentially replace the high cost Pt catalyst. The final approach 

(objective 4) was to synthesise graphitic carbon composite material to adsorb As species from 

drinking water to benefit water remediation and to prevent possible life-threatening illnesses.  
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3.1 Objective 1 

To investigate the unique synthesis procedure and electro-catalytic properties for ORR of a 

unique hybrid structure consist of iron oxide embedded carbon nano spheres and N-doped CNT 

using low cost bio sources (Chapter 3 (a) and naturally occurring apricot sap containing 

galactose (Chapter 3 (b)).  

3.2 Objective 2 

To determine the effect of different nanoparticle phases of iron oxides dispersed in a 3D- rGO 

synthesised at low temperature without using any nitrogen precursors and evaluate their 

activity as electro catalyst for ORR (Chapter 4(a)). 

3.3 Objective 3 

To explore a synthesis procedure to synthesise non-conducting and scientifically under 

explored sulphonated poly aniline with defined nano/micro structures using excess aniline 

monomer (Chapter 5 (a)), investigate their ability to make composite materials with other 

potential materials and convert the products into a value-added product for electro chemical 

reaction including ORR (Chapter 5 (b)).  

3.4 Objective 4  

To determine efficiencies of different organic functional groups towards providing long term 

air stability to ZVI and reduce particle agglomeration by dispersing them in rGO. Determine 

the efficiency of air stable and less aggregated material for arsenic species adsorption (Chapter 

6(a)). 

4.0 Thesis structure  

This thesis demonstrates three different approaches to synthesise carbon composite materials 

and evaluated for their activities for; electro chemical activity as electro catalysts for ORR 

reactions and adsorption for heavy metals (arsenic species).  
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To synthesise electro catalysts using carbon material for ORR, we adopted three different 

approaches. Firstly, we synthesised a unique catalyst with a hybrid structure containing both N 

- doped carbon spheres and CNTs using poly saccharides (galactose) and naturally occurring 

tree sap (apricot sap). These materials were investigated as potential ORR electro catalysts in 

basic media. Secondly, we described a unique synthesis procedure to synthesise SAO with 

unique micro structures and produced macro porous graphitic carbon structures using 

decomposed SO2 produced by the decomposition of sulphonated groups in SAO in the gas at 

high temperature. Using this concept, we fabricated a unique N- doped macro porous graphitic 

carbon material by pyrolysis of SAO at high temperature. The produced carbon composite 

materials were tested as electro catalysts for ORR in alkaline media. Finally, we synthesised a 

graphitic carbon composite material using different phases of iron oxides and dispersed in a 3 

dimensionally aligned rGO aerogels at low temperature without the use of any N-dopants. The 

3D rGO aerogels with different phases of iron oxide phases were explores for their electro 

catalytic activity for oxygen reduction. The ultimate objective of this research is to make a 

suitable carbon catalyst for the cathode of the fuel cell for use in vehicles as an alternative 

energy source for fossil fuels with almost zero CO2 emission.  

Finally, in the context of synthesising a suitable carbon composite to adsorb heavy metals, we 

addressed the issues regarding air stability and aggregation of the ZVI, which over the years 

has been prevented being utilised as a potential adsorbent. Here, we explored different organic 

coating materials to coat ZVI and dispersed them on a rGO support. The organic materials 

provided best air stability was evaluated as an adsorbent for adsorption of arsenic species as a 

case study. 

Chapter 1 covers three different subchapters: (a) a detailed literature survey on graphitic 

carbon materials including graphite, diamond, AC, CB, Fullerenes, MPC, CNT, graphene, C-

dots and graphitic carbon composites (b) their applications as ORR catalysts and absorbent for 
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heavy metals and (c) discussion regarding the research problem and research gap with proposal. 

The understanding of the graphitic carbon materials described in the literature provided the 

necessary background information towards targeting and synthesising the materials used for 

this work. The literature reviewed on the research problem provided the information about the 

necessary gaps in energy and environmental sector where graphitic carbon materials can be 

efficiently used. 

Chapter 2 demonstrates the detailed discussion on the concepts, experimental procedures and 

the equations used to analyse the catalysts performance for ORR using RRDE techniques. 

Chapter 3 consists of two sub Chapter 3(a) and Chapter 3(b). Firstly, a synthesis procedure to 

produce a unique hybrid structure containing N-CMS spheres and CNTs using bio source 

galactose was demonstrated Chapter 3(a). This work was published in Materials. Secondly, to 

address the global need of green materials to replace hazardous materials for electro – chemical 

applications, a galactose containing naturally occurring tree sap (Apricot sap) was also used to 

synthesise a similar hydride structure containing both N-CMS and N-CNT. Both catalysts were 

tested for oxygen reduction for PEMFC fuel cell in the alkaline medium (Chapter 3(b)). This 

work was accepted to be published in Materials. 

Chapter 4 explores the use of four different iron phases dispersed in a 3D rGO aerogels as 

potential catalysts for ORR. Four different phases of iron oxides were synthesised and explored 

separately, their capability to reduce oxygen in an electro chemical system, in the absence of 

any nitrogen doping. The different phases of iron oxide synthesised were hydro thermally 

deposited on the 3D rGO aerogels at low temperatures (80 °C) to eliminate any possibility of 

phases during the reduction process. The influence of ORR, the electrochemical properties and 

ability to reduce oxygen of the spinal structure, on magnetic nature and electrical conductivity 
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of magnetite, maghemite, hematite and goethite were evaluated. This work was published in 

the New Journal of Chemistry. 

Chapter 5 contains two sub chapters Chapter 5(a) and Chapter 5(b). In the first sub chapter 

(Chapter 5(a)), a unique synthesis procedure to synthesise SAO with defined micro structures 

was demonstrated. The ideal aniline to APS ratio, pH and the solvent responsible to synthesise 

sulphonated aniline with well-defined micro structures was established. This work was 

submitted to the Journal of Material Science. The second sub chapter (Chapter 5(b)) explains 

the synthesise procedure to convert SAO to macro porous structures using the SO2 produced 

during the pyrolysis process of SAO. In order to make the synthesised macro porous material 

catalytically active for ORR, SAO was pyrolysed with nitrogen precursors. The synthesis 

procedures of N-doped composites materials of SAO with PF and rGO also examined. The 

synthesised N-SAO, N-SAOPF and N-SAOrGO composite materials were evaluated as ORR 

catalysts in alkaline medium. The second sub chapter is under preparation for submission. 

Chapter 6 demonstrate the two major issues associated which hinders the efficiency of ZVI 

performing as excellent adsorbents: air stability and agglomeration. To address this, four 

different functional groups such as hydroxyl, thiol, carboxyl and amine groups were 

investigated as potential functional groups responsible to provide air stability to ZVI. To reduce 

agglomeration of the ZVI particles, the ZVI particles were modified with rGO and finally the 

glycine coated ZVI-rGO composite was explored for As removal. This work was submitted to 

the Chemical Engineering Journal. 

Chapter 7 summarises the results of investigation carried out to advance the use of graphitic 

carbon materials to benefit energy and environmental sectors to provide alternative energy 

sources with low environmental impact and clean drinking water. 
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2.0 EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

The experimental details are given in each thesis chapter in the style of journal publications. 

The aim of this chapter is to provide a detailed description of the experimental techniques used 

for this study.  

2.2 MATERIALS 

Table 2.2.1 provided a list of chemicals and their purity used in this thesis. 

Table 2.2.1: Specifications of chemicals used in this thesis. 

Chemical name                                             Formula                          Purity, Supplier 

3-mercapto propionic acid  HSCH2CH2COOH   ≥ 99%, Sigma Aldrich 

Ammonia    NH3    30%, analytical reagent  

         grade, Chem-Supply  

Ammonium persulphate  (NH4)2S2O8   98%, Sigma Aldrich 

Aniline    C6H5NH2   99%, Sigma Aldrich  

Carbon monoxide   CO    Industrial, BOC  

Cobalt (II) acetate   (CH3COO)2Co   ≥ 99%, Sigma Aldrich   

Cobalt sulphate heptahydrate  CoSO4.7H2O   ≥ 99%, Sigma Aldrich   

Copper (II) sulphate pentahydrate CuSO4.5H2O   ≥ 98%, Sigma Aldrich                                                                                                                      

D-(+)- Galactose   C6H12O6    ≥ 98.5%, Sigma Aldrich 

Dopamine hydrochloride  (OH)2C6H3CH2CH2NH2.HCl 98%, Sigma Aldrich 

Ethanol    C2H5OH   100%, undenatured,  

         Chem- Supply 

Ethylene diamine   NH2CH2CH2NH2   ≥ 99%, Sigma Aldrich 

Glycerol    HOCH2CH(OH)CH2OH ≥ 99%, Sigma Aldrich 

Glycine    NH2CH2COOH  ≥ 98.5. Signa Aldrich  
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Hydrochloric acid   HCl    32%, analytical reagent 

         grade, Chem-Supply      

Hydrogen peroxide   H2O2    30%, analytical reagent 

         grade, Chem-Supply 

Iron (II) chloride tetra hydrate FeCl2.4H2O   ≥ 99%, Sigma Aldrich 

Iron (III) chloride hexahydrate FeCl3.6H2O   98%, Chem-Supply   

Iron sulphate heptahydrate  FeSO4.7H2O   ≥ 98.5%, Sigma Aldrich 

Melamine    C3H6N6   99%, Sigma Aldrich  

Mercapto propyl tri methoxy silane HS(CH2)3Si(OCH3)3  95%, Sigma Aldrich 

Nafion dispersion   C7HF13O5S.C2F4  10%, Fuel Cell Stores, 

         USA 

Nitrogen    N2    Gas - 99.999%, BOC 

Para formaldehyde   HO(CH2O)nH   95%, Sigma Aldrich                                                                                    

Phenol     C6H5OH   ≥ 99%, Sigma Aldrich 

Phosphoric acid   H3PO4    85%, analytical reagent 

         grade, Chem-Supply    

Poly ethylene glycol   H(OCH2CH2)nOH  Average Mw 1500,    

         Sigma  Aldrich   

Polyvinyl pyrolidone   (C6H9NO)n   Mw 40,000, Sigma  

         Aldrich 

Potassium permanganate  KMnO4   ≥ 98.5%, Sigma Aldrich 

Sodium acetate   CH3COONa   99%, Sigma Aldrich 

Sodium arsenate dibasic  Na2HAsO4.7H2O  ≥ 98%, Sigma Aldrich 

Sodium arsenite   Na2AsO3   ≥ 98%, Sigma Aldrich 

Sodium borohydride   NaBH4    ≥ 98%, Sigma Aldrich 

Sodium hydroxide   NaOH    > 97%, Sigma Aldrich 

Sulphuric acid    H2SO4     98%, analytical reagent 

         grade Chem-Supply 

Thiourea    NH2CSNH2   99%, Sigma Aldrich 
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2.3 METHODS 

The materials used in this this thesis were synthesised using mainly two methods: hydrothermal 

treatment and pyrolysis. 

2.3.1 Hydro thermal treatment  

Hydro thermal treatment is used for crystallisation of suspensions (materials dispersed in 

water) of materials at high temperature and pressure conditions. Hydro thermal treatment is 

conducted using an autoclave. The autoclave consists of a Teflon liner and a stainless-steel 

vessel (Fig. 1). The hydro thermal process is conducted by filling the suspension of the material 

to 1/3 of the volume of the Teflon liner and aligning it within a stainless-steel vessel. The 

stainless vessel is properly tightened to avoid any damages caused by the internal pressure built 

within the autoclave. The autoclave filled with the suspension is heated in an oven at required 

temperature for the required time and cooled to room temperature. The hydrothermally treated 

sample is collected, centrifuged and washed to obtain the final product. 

                                                          

Figure 1. Images of a teflon liner and the stainless-steel cover of the autoclave. 

2.3.2 Pyrolysis 

Pyrolysis is the thermochemical decomposition of organic materials exposed to high 

temperature in the absence of any oxygen or in the presence of an inner gas environment.1 In 

our experiments, a tubular furnace was used to pyrolyse the hydro thermally treated carbon 
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materials to synthesise graphitic carbon materials for oxygen reduction. A schematic diagram 

of a tubular furnace used in this thesis is shown in Fig. 2. Initially, the quartz tube was cleaned 

with ethanol and placed between the heating elements. Then the sample was weighted and 

placed in a ceramic boat and carefully placed inside the glass tube and the two ends of the glass 

tube were closed with stainless steel and rubber seals prevent any gas leakages.  The stainless-

steel seals are made with small holes to enable Ar gas circulation.  Ar gas inlet is connected to 

one side of the stainless-steel seal and the other end is connected via a tube to the container 

with water to monitor the gas flow. The gas pressure in the cylinder is regulated to 100kPa and 

the inner gas flow to the tube was maintained below 200 sccm. Prior to the experiment, the 

tube was saturated with argon gas for 15 min. Once the tube is saturated by Ar, the temperature 

of the furnace was gradually increased at the rate of 10 °C/min up to 900 or 950 °C and 

maintained at that temperature for the required time. The samples were collected once the 

sample temperature approaches room temperature under Ar environment. 

 

 

Figure 2. A schematic diagram of a tubular furnace. 
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2.4 CHARACTERISATION  

2.4.1 CHARACTERISATION OF MATERIALS  

2.4.1.1 Electron microscopy 

Transition electron microscopy (TEM) was used to determine the particle sizes of metal 

nanoparticles and the morphology of the graphitic carbon materials. Scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM) was used to analyse the morphology of the graphitic carbon composites and 

the energy – dispersion X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) was used to investigate the distribution 

elemental compositions throughout the samples. The details of these techniques are given in 

the following sub sections. 

2.4.1.1.1 Transition electron microscopy  

Transition electron microscope operates using the same principles as of an optical microscope. 

A filament (cathode) is used as a source to irradiate electron beam with uniform current density. 

Commonly a hairpin shaped tungsten wire is used as the filament.  The acceleration voltage of 

100 – 250 kV is used to irradiate electrons. A series of condenser - lens system permits 

variations to the illumination aperture and the illuminated area of the specimen. The electron 

intensity is distributed on to a florescence screen behind the specimen and imaged with a lens 

system. The image can be either recorded digitally via a florescence screen coupled by a fibre 

– optics plate to a CCD camera. 

In this thesis, a FEI Tecnai G2 spirit transition electron microscope equipped with a FEG LaB6 

emitter and Bio Twin lens design located at Adelaide microscopy was used (Fig.3). The 

imaging was obtained via an in- column Olympus – SIS veleta CCD camera. The acceleration 

voltage of 120 kV is used to irradiate the electrons. The samples were ultrasonicated with 

ethanol and drop casted on to a copper or holey grid. Copper grids were used to analyse samples 
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containing metal nanoparticles while holey carbon grids were used to image samples 

containing graphitic carbon materials. 

                                                            

Figure 3. FEI Tecnai G2 spirit transition electron microscope equipped with a FEG LaB6 

emitter and Bio Twin lens. 

2.4.1.1.2 Scanning electron microscope (SEM) 

In SEM, the sample is scanned using an electron beam and the intensity of the lines scanned 

are measured by an electron detector located above the sample. A tiny amount (few micro 

grams) of samples was sprinkled on to the sample holder attached with a conductive double 

sided adhesive carbon tape. The samples used in our studies were coated with a conductive 

material platinum to prevent any charge build-up during irradiation with electron beam. In our 

studies, SEM images were collected by using Quanta 450, FEI (USA) (Fig.4) at an accelerating 

voltage of 10 keV. 
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Figure 4. Image of a sample holder and Quanta 450, FEI (USA). 

2.4.1.2 Powder X-ray Diffraction  

Powder X-ray Diffraction (XRD) is commonly used technique to characterise crystalline solids 

and determine their crystal phases using a database. In this technique, a high energy radiation 

source (X- rays) are reflected by atoms in the crystal lattice. The X-rays interacted by the atoms 

are reflected by the electron shell and exit the sample in the same angle as they entered the 

sample (Fig. 5). Since X-rays can penetrate several layers of atoms the distance travelled by 

X-ray photons are different from one atom to the other. For example, the wave interact with N 

must travel an additional distance of PN and NQ than the wave hitting M. The reflected beams 

can be out of phase and extinguish each other (destructive interference) or in-phase which their 

intensities can be add up (constructive interference). For instance, the distance of PN + NQ is 

equal to a multiple of wave length, the waves are assumed to be in plane and high intensity 

reflection is observed.2 The intensity of the reflection is dependent on the incident angle θ. By 

geometry, [PN] = [NQ] = d.sinθ. This is summarised by the Bragg equation in equation 1, 

where λ is the wave length and n is an integer.3 

                                                             2d.sinθ = nλ                                (1)  
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In a typical power X-ray diffractometer, the sample is irradiated with X-ray while the sample 

is tilted over angle θ. A detector measures the reflected intensity over an angle of 2θ. If 

constructive interference occurs, a high intensity over 2θ will be observed.  The positions of 

the constructive interference can be compared with the similar patterns of the known samples 

in the data base. In our studies, XRD was performed by using a Miniflex 600, Rigaku apparatus 

manufactured in Japan. The powder samples were compressed manually on to a 15 x 15 x 1 

mm plastic sample holder and the XRD was analysed at 40 KV and 15 mA in the range of 2θ 

= 10 – 80° at a scan rate of 10°/min. 

                                          

Figure 5. Illustration of a X-ray beam being reflected by two atom layers in a crystal lattice. 

Adopted from Vogt et al.2 

2.4.1.3 N2 adsorption 

Nitrogen adsorption at low temperature is a common method used to determine the pore size 

and surface area of samples in powder form. In a nitrogen adsorption experiment the samples 

are weighed and loaded on to a glass sample holder which is connected to a gas sorption 

analyser. The samples are initially degassed in a vacuum at elevated temperature to remove 

any bound gases or moisture on the sample surface. The gas sorption analyser is equipped with 

a manifold which can be either loaded with gases or evacuate gas. The degasses samples are 

cooled in a liquid nitrogen bath at 77K. The N2 gas is introduced to the manifold and the 

pressure is recorded when the sample holder is closed with a closed – valve. When the valve is 
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opened the gas is expanded into the manifold lowering the pressure. When the sample start to 

adsorb the gasses, it further reduces the pressure. The difference of this pressure is the base for 

the calculation of the amount of gas adsorbed by the sample at specific pressure.  

In our experiments, gas adsorption isotherms were measured using a Micrometric 3-Flex 

analyser or ASAP 2020 analyser (Micromeritics Instrument Corporation, Norcross, GA, USA) 

(Fig.6) at 77K utilising liquid nitrogen. Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) surface area was 

calculated using experimental points at a relative pressure of P/Po = 0.05 – 0.25. Pore size 

distribution was analysed using N2 isotherms utilising DFT modelling software on a 

Micromeritics 3-Flex analyser. For all analysis UHP grade (99.999%) N2 was used. 

                                                    

Figure 6. Image of a Micrometric 3-Flex analyser. 

2.4.1.4 Raman spectroscopy 

Raman spectroscopy is spectroscopic technique commonly used to identify vibrational, 

rotational and other frequency modes in a system.  A laser beam in the visible, near infrared or 

near ultra violet range is used to excite and initiate these modes. The laser beam interacts with 

the sample and the molecular vibrations, phonons or other excitations modes alters the energy 

of the laser photons up and down. These specific shifts provide information regarding 
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vibrational modes of the samples. Raman spectroscopy (LabRAM Evolution, Horiba Jvon 

Yvon, Japan) was used to characterise the synthesised materials in our experiments. 

2.4.1.5 X-ray Photo Electron Spectroscopy (XPS) 

The electron characteristics of atoms of different chemical compounds differs according to the 

binding energies of electrons in the core shells.2. In XPS, a soft X-radiation higher than that of 

the binding energy of the core electrons is given to remove the core electron out of the atoms. 

The binding energy of the shell electron is calculated using the following equation.4  

                                                          hγ= EB +EK+W                             (2) 

Where,  

The incident energy = hγ (plank constant times frequency)   

EB = Binding energy of core shell electrons 

EK = Kinetic energy of the electrons ejected 

W = instrument specific work function 

By measuring the EK value using a detector the binding energy of the shell electrons can be 

calculated. In our experiments X-ray photo electron spectroscopy (XPS) was conducted on a 

SPECS instrument (Berlin Germany). All XPS measurements were performed using a non-

monochromatic Mg source operated at 200 W. High resolution XP spectra were collected using 

a pass energy of 10 eV for C 1s and 20 eV for N1s. 

2.4.1.6 Fourier – Transform Infrared Spectroscopy 

In Fourier – Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy, the sample is irradiated with an infrared 

radiation. When the radiation passes through the samples, some radiation is adsorbed by the 

sample and the rest is transmitted through the sample. The transmission intensity at different 
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wavelengths is detected representing a molecular ‘fingerprint’ of the sample. Different 

chemical structures produce different spectral fingerprints. The principle of FTIR spectroscopy 

is based on the vibration modes (stretching and bending) of molecules which are excited at 

different wavelengths of IR radiations causing absorption of IR beam.5 For our analysis, FTIR 

analysis was conducted by using a spectrum 100, Perkin Elmer, (USA) in the wavelength of 

400 – 4000 cm-1. 

2.4.1.7 Solid state 13C Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) Spectroscopy  

The solid state cross-polarisation 13C NMR spectrums were obtained on a Bruker 200 Avance 

spectrometer equipped with a 4.7 T wide-bore superconducting magnet operating at a 

resonance frequency of 50.33 MHz.  The sample was packed into a 7 mm diameter zirconia 

rotor with Kel-F end caps and spun at 5 kHz.  Chemical shift values were calibrated to the 

methyl resonance of hexamethylbenzene at 17.36 ppm and a 50 Hz Lorentzian line broadening 

was applied to the acquired spectrum.  The cross-polarisation pulse sequence used a 3.2 µs, 

195 w, 90° pulse, a contact time of 1 ms and a recycle delay of 1s and 50,000 scans were 

collected.  The absolute signal intensity obtained for the sample was corrected for that derived 

from an empty rotor. 

2.4.1.8 Thermometric -Mass Spectrometer Analysis  

The thermometric-MS experiment was carried out using a custom-build high temperature 

pulsed-gas sampling equipment coupled with a mass spectrometer (Fig.7) for real-time analysis 

of the gaseous mixture.6 A schematic overview of the system is displayed in Scheme 1. The 

reaction cell is in direct contact with a copper block containing a 100 W heater cartridge 

controlled by a proportional-integral-derivative (PID) temperature controller (CAL Controls, 

Cal 3300) and K-type thermocouple attached to the side of the cell. The pressure in the reaction 

cell is monitored by a piezo-resistive manometer (Keller, Leo Record series, 30 bar range). The 
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cell is connected to a pulsed nozzle (Parker, Series 9 Pulse Valve) which is used to pulse 

controlled amounts of gas from the reaction cell via a 1/16" stainless steel tube into the vacuum 

system, comprised of a residual gas analyser (RGA) for sampling of the gas mixture (vide 

infra). For our analysis, we loaded 10 mg of samples into the reaction cell for thermometric – 

mass spectrometer analysis. 

                           

Figure 7. The setup of a custom-build high temperature pulsed-gas sampling equipment 

coupled with a mass spectrometer. 
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Scheme 1. Schematic representation of custom-build high temperature pulsed-gas sampling 

equipment.6  

2.4.2 ADSORPTION CHARACTERISATION OF ARSENIC SPECIES  

2.4.2.1 Sample preparation 

Batch adsorption tests were carried out, individually for As(III) and As(V), to examine the 

effect of contact time, pH and to determine the adsorption capacity of the adsorbent. 

Experiments were performed in 200 mL plastic tubes with 5 mg of adsorbent and 100 mL of 

arsenic solution in DI water at room temperature (22 °C ± 1) at 600 rpm on a magnetic stirrer.  

For kinetic experiments, 5 mg/L arsenic solutions at pH 7 were mixed for 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 45, 

60, 120 and 180 min. After the specified contact times the suspensions were immediately 

filtered through a 0.22 µm Teflon filter.  

The effect of pH on arsenic adsorption was examined between pH 3 and 10. Initial pH of 5 

mg/L arsenic solution was adjusted using diluted HCl or NaOH solution. After the addition of 

sorbent, the solutions were mixed for 120 min then immediately filtered through a 0.22 µm 

Teflon filter and analysed.  
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Isotherm studies were carried out at pH 8 for As(V) and As(III). Experiments were performed 

by mixing concentrations of As(V) or As(III) solutions with a constant dose of adsorbent (0.05 

g/L) for 120 min. The concentrations of arsenic were in the range of 3 to 150 mg/L. 

The arsenic concentrations were measured with Inductively Coupled Plasma-Mass 

spectroscopy.  

2.4.2.2 Inductively Coupled Plasma – Mass Spectroscopy 

Inductively coupled plasma – mass spectroscopy (ICP – MS) involves ionisation of liquid using 

hot argon plasma and subsequent detection by mass spectrum. The liquid samples to be 

analysed are broken up into atoms and ionised by hot plasma produced by a plasma torch. The 

sample is injected on to the plasma torch using a peristaltic pump and a nebuliser. The 

elemental compositions are determined by mass spectrometer. 

In our experiments, ICP-MS analysis was conducted to analyse the arsenic concentration on 

the samples. The samples containing arsenic was diluted with nitric acid (2% v/v) to 

measurable parts per billion (ppb) range. The elemental compositions of the samples were 

determined after a calibration using a known concentration of standard liquids. To conduct 

adsorption studies reported in this thesis, an Inductively Coupled Plasma-Mass spectroscopy. 

(ICP-MS 7500cs Agilent Technologies, USA) was used. 

2.4.3 ELECTRO CHEMICAL CHARACTERISATION 

2.4.3.1 Rotating Disc Electrode Theory 

Rotating disk electrode technique is a popular method used to determine the reactant 

transportation and the electron transfer kinetics at the catalytic surface of the electrode. At 

excess electrolyte environments, material transports occur via diffusion or convection. In the 

absence of solution convections, the diffusion layer at the electrode becomes thicker and 
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thicker with prolonged reaction time until non - steady state current density is achieved. In the 

presence of a dynamic solution convection such as stirring and electrode rotating, a constant 

diffusion layer can be achieved which leads to state of steady state current density. Here, the 

diffusion controls the rate of transportation of reactants through the diffusion layer while 

convention controls the thickness of the diffusion layer.  RDE with a rotating electrode can 

quantitatively control the diffusion layer thickness and very often used to analyse the electro 

catalysts.7  

2.4.3.2 Rotating Ring – Disc Electrode (RRDE) Technique 

RRDE consist of a central disc electrode and a ring electrode separated by an insulated barrier.  

When the working electrode rotates, it drags the electrolyte solution onto its surface and on the 

same time flings the solution outwards in a radial direction because of the centrifugal force. 

Because of this counter interacting forces the solution flows in a laminar manner across the 

electrode surface. Therefore, with the electrode rotation speed the convection velocity increases 

and as a result the diffusion layer near the disc / ring surface become thinner with the increasing 

diffusion / convection rate due to electro – chemical reaction. Thus, the diffusion – convection 

rate can be controlled by the rotation rate. The diffusion – convection process near the disc / 

electrode surface can be calculated based on experimental conditions. The calculations can 

reveal information on electrode potential against applied potential. 

2.4.3.3 Rotating Disc Electrode apparatus 

The working electrode of the RDE includes a conductive disc is placed within an insulating 

material as shown in Fig.8. The conductive is made of glassy carbon. The shaft and the 

insulating material (Teflon) should be properly sealed to prevent any electrolyte leakages. The 

shaft is the directly connected to a motor by a chuck which can be rotated at a required rpm. 

The rate of rotation can be controlled by a rate control box. The rate of rotation can be adjusted 
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from 100 to 3000 rpm. During the rotation of the working electrode, the electrolyte solution 

will be moved towards the electrode surface and thrown away. The disc and the ring tips 

connects with the ring electrode. During the experiment, the disc and the ring current flows 

through the middle of the shaft to the external circuit. In order to maintain a laminar flow 

condition near the RRDE surface, the electrode rotation is controlled below 5000 rpm. A higher 

rotation speed will cause turbulence flow which will lead to errors in measurements. A bi - 

potentiostat is connected to four electrodes disc, ring, reference and counter electrode. It can 

control and adjust the disc and ring potential with reference and counter electrodes. The disc 

potential can be scanned linearly at a fixed ring electrode potential. 

                                                       

     

Figure 8. Schematic diagram of a rotating – ring disc electrode. 

A three – electrode cell RRDE – 3A apparatus used to determine the ORR activity is shown in 

Fig. 9a. The working electrode is the electrode which is attached to the motor. This can rotate 

at a given rpm. The working electrode is place in the middle of a cylinder type container to 

avoid any interference form turbulent flow within the electrolyte solution. The working 
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electrode should be immersed in to the electrolyte and should be free of air bubbles. The cell 

consists of three electrodes the working, counter and reference electrodes. The working 

electrode is glassy carbon, the counter electrode is the Pt foil and reference electrode is 

Reversible Hydrogen Electrode (RHE). The electrolyte used is diluted KOH (0.1 M). The gas 

inlet is connected with pure O2 (4.2 grade 99.98%) according to the requirement. When 

conducting ORR, the electrolyte solution is purged with oxygen for 30 – 60 min prior to the  

experiment and continue air flow during the measurement. A schematic representation of the 

experimental process is shown in Fig. 9b. 

 

Figure 9. (a) RRDE – 3A apparatus used conduct ORR analysis and (b) Schematic 

representation of a process of ORR analysis. 

2.4.3.4 Preparation of catalyst layer 

The working electrode surface is polished with 1 μm, 0.3 μm and 0.05 μm ɤ - Al2O3 to form a 

mirror surface. The polished surface is then cleaned with acetone followed by deionised water 

and ultrasonicated for 3 times and dried overnight.  The catalyst is mixed with 1% (w/w) Nafion 
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(1-2 mg catalysts in 2 mL of 1% w/w nafion solution) and ultrasonicated until uniformly 

dispersed. Then a measured amount of catalysts suspension (10 μL) is drop casted on to the 

catalyst surface and dried overnight. 

2.4.3.5 Experimental procedure of RDE 

The working electrode with the catalyst layer was immersed into the electrolyte (0.1 M KOH) 

bubbling with oxygen for 30 min prior to the commencement of the experiment. Platinum coil 

and RHE was used as the counter and reference electrode. Prior to collecting data, the electrode 

is repeatedly cycled for 20 time between 0 and 1.2V at the scan rate of 100 mV/s to remove 

any possible surface contamination. After completion of these repeated cycles and stable cyclic 

voltammograms (CVs) are obtained, measurements are obtained. 

2.4.3.6 Proposed ORR Mechanisms and their investigations based on the RRDE data 

ORR is a complex mechanism and in general, it is proposed the oxygen is reduced through two 

parallel pathways either by a direct four - electron pathway or a two - electron pathway. In the  

four-electron pathway, the O2 is directly reduced to either H2O (in acidic solution) or OH- (in 

basic solution). When the ORR is driven through a two - electron pathway, the O2 is initially 

reduced to H2O2 (acidic solution) or to HO2
- (basic solution) via a two - electrons pathway and 

further reduced to H2O2 (in acidic medium) or OH- (in basic medium) through another two – 

electron pathway. 8-10 

ORR through a four – electron pathway in acidic medium 

  O2 +  4e- + 4H+  ⇆ 2H2O       (3) 

ORR through a two – electron pathway in acidic medium 

O2 + 2e- + 2H+  ⇆  H2O2        (4) 

O2 + 2e- + 2H+  ⇆ 2H2O     (5) 
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ORR via a four – electron pathway in basic medium 

O2 +  2H2O + 4e-  ⇆ 4OH-       (6) 

ORR via a two – electron pathway in basic medium 

O2 + H2O + 2e-  ⇆ HO2
-  + OH-       (7) 

HO2
-  +  H2O +  2e- ⇆ 3OH-       (8) 

Since H2O2 formation in ORR determines the electron transfer pathway, detection of H2O2 

produced during the ORR is important for the fundamental understandings of electro - chemical 

mechanism. Rotating Disc Electrode Theory (RDE) analysis is considered as a well-known 

technique to analyse the H2O2 yield produced during ORR reaction.  

During RRDE analysis, H2O2 produced will be transported to the ring electrode by means of 

forced convection. If the H2O2 produced at the electrode surface is chemically stable, the ORR 

at the RRDE surface can be schematically represented as in Scheme 2.11 

                                         

Scheme 2. Schematic of the process of oxygen reduction reaction on RRDE.11 

The k1, k2 and k3 are the rate constants. 

For convenience we express O2 as A and H2O2 or HO2
- as B.11 

The diffusion - convention constants of O2 can be expressed as  
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BA = 0.201DA
2/3

ν-1/6       (9) 

DA is the diffusion coefficient of oxygen and  ν is the kinetic viscosity. 

The diffusion - convention constants of H2O2 or HO2
- can be expressed as  

BB = 0.201DB
2/3

ν-1/6         (10) 

DB is the diffusion coefficient of H2O2 or HO2
- 

Assuming all reactions are steady state on the disc electrodes, O2 mass balance can be expressed 

as  

BAω1/2(CA
0 - CA

s ) = (k1 +  k2)CA
s       (11) 

 CA
0  is the bulk concentration and CA

s  is the surface concentration of oxygen. 

The mass balance of H2O2 is expressed as 

k2CA
s =  BBω1/2CB

s +  k3CB
s         (12) 

Where CB
s  is the surface concentration of H2O2 or HO2

- 

Or  

 
CA

s

CB
s   = 

BBω1/2+ k3

k2
          (13) 

The total current of the disc electrode can be expressed as  

 Id = 4Fπr1
2k1CA

s   + 2Fπr1
2k2CA

s   + 2Fπr1
2k3CB

s       (14) 

Since there is no H2O2 formation in solution at the beginning the concentration of H2O2 can be 

assumed as zero. 

Therefore, the diffusion current for H2O2 removal from the disc electrode can be expressed as  
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 Id,B = 2Fπr1
2BBω1/2CB

s          (15) 

The current at the ring electrode can be expressed as  

Ir =  Id,BN =  2Fπr1
2BBω1/2CB

s N        (16) 

Where N is the collection efficiency. 

The following equation can be derived combining the equations (11), (14) and (16)  

 
Id

Ir
 =  

1

N
 (1 +  

2k1

k2
) +

2k3

BBN
 (1 + 

k1

k2
) ω-1/2       (17) 

The equation (17) can be utilised to express different situations 

1. According to Scheme 2, k3 needs to have a higher value to reduce H2O2 or HO2
- to H2O 

or OH-. If k3 is too small the produced H2O2 or HO2
- cannot be further reduced to H2O 

or OH-. If we apply the very small value of k3 to equation (11) the slope will approach 

zero revealing that the rotating rate (ω) is independent to the 
Id

Ir
 . Therefore, the plot 

Id

Ir
 

vs ω-1/2 will give a parreral line to the ω-1/2 axis. However, the intercept is dependent 

on the applied potential and different intercepts can be obtained for different 

potentials.7,11  

2. If the plot 
Id

Ir
 vs ω-1/2 gives a straight line using the slope 

2k3

BBN
 (1 +  

k1

k2
)and the intercept 

1

N
 (1 +  

2k1

k2
), k1, k2 and k3 can be calculated.7,11  

3. If the reaction is dominated via a two – electron transfer pathway where k2>>k1 then 

the obtained intercept using 
Id

Ir
 vs ω-1/2 plot will be close to a single value of 

1

N
 .  

4. In the case of the reaction is carried out via a direct four - electron transfer pathway to 

produce H2O or OH- from O2, where should be k1>>k2. In this case equation (17) 
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became non – applicable because Ir approaches zero. In this case the disc current can 

be expressed as  

 Id,A =  4Fπr1
2BAω1/2CA

0         (18) 

It is assumed that all O2 transported form the bulk to the electrode surface is consumed for both 

four – electron and two – electron transfer reduction.7  

 BAω1/2(CA
0 - CA

s ) = (k1 +  k2)CA
s         (11) 

Combining equation (18) and (11) 

Id,A = 4Fπr1
2 (k1 +  k2 +  BAω1/2)CA

s        (19)  

Combining equations (12), (16), (17) and (19) equation 20 can be obtained 

 
Id,A- Id

Ir
=  

1

N
 ( 1 +  

2k3

k2
 
BA

BB
) +  

2BA

k2N
 ω1/2    (20) 

The rate constant k2 can be determined form the slope of 
2BA

k2N
  of plot 

Id,A- Id

Ir
  vs ω1/2  using 

equation (20). The values of Id and Ir can be determined using equation (18) at different 

electrode rotating rates. Substituting the obtained k2 into the intercept 
1

N
 (1 +  

2k1

k2
) obtained 

from equation (17), k1 can be calculated. k3 can be obtained from the slope of 
2k3

BBN
 (1 +  

k1

k2
) of 

equation (17) if k1 and k2 are known.7 

2.4.3.7 Measurement of formed percentage of peroxide and the apparent electron – 

transfer number by RRDE 

The overall electron – transfer number for ORR is always less than four because it is carried 

out with the production of intermediate H2O2 the electro – transfer of the ORR process is always 

less than four. This electron – transfer number is commonly referred as apparent electron 
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transfer number. RRDE is used to determine the apparent electron – transfer number along with 

the percentage of H2O2 produced during ORR. The values are expressed as a function of both  

ring and disc current. Using the Scheme 2 and equation (11) disc current can be expressed as 

equation (21).7 

Id = nFπr1
2BAω

1

2(CA
0 - CA

s ) =  nFπr1
2( k1 +  k2)CA

s      (21) 

 
4

n
Id = 4FAk1CA

s +  4FAk2CA
s      (22) 

According Scheme 2, the disc current can be also expressed as  

Id = 4Fπr1
2k1CA

s +  2Fπr1
2k2CA

s +   2Fπr1
2k3CB

s        (23) 

The limiting current at the ring electrode Ir can be expressed as 

Ir = 2Fπr1
2BBω1/2CB

s N         (24) 

CB
s  can be expressed as  

CB
s =  

Ir

N
 

1

2Fπr1
2BBω1/2         (25) 

Combining (11) and (25) equation (26) can be obtained 

4Id

N
=  Id -  

Irk3

BBω1/2N
 + 2FAk2CA

s         (26) 

According to equations (13) and (25) CA
s  can be expressed as  

CA
s =  CB

s k3+ BBω1/2

k2
 = 

Ir

N
 

1

2Fπr1
2BB ω1/2

 
k3+ BBω1/2

k2
   (27) 

Substituting equation (27) in to (26) expression for apparent electron – transfer number of ORR 

can be obtained. 

n =  
4IdN

IdN+ Ir
           (28) 
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When  Ir  is equal to zero, according to equation (28) the apparent number of electron is four. 

In the case of ORR is a complete two – electron transfer process the Ir =  Id N and the equation 

(28) will give a value of two.7 

Mass flow is used to calculate the H2O2 or HO2
- produced at the electrode. 

% H2O2 = 100 
total mole of peroxide produced

total mole of oxygen reacted
 

% H2O2 = 100 
2Fπr1

2 k2CA
s -2Fπr1

2k3CB
s

2

n
 (nFπr1

2k1CA
s +nFπr1

2k2CA
s )

    (29)                        

Substituting (27), (28) and (29) equation (30) can be obtained. 

% H2O2 = 100 
nIr

2IdN
  = 100 

2Ir

IdN+ Ir
   = 100 

4 - n

2
    (30) 

Using equation (30) with the known N, disc current and ring current the apparent electron 

transfer number and the % H2O2 produced at the disc can be calculated.7 
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3.1 Chapter overview    

This chapter describes the synthesis procedure of a unique 3-D hybrid structure composed of 

both N-CNT and N-CMS using bio source galactose and naturally occurring apricot sap and 

the analysis of their electrocatalytic performance for ORR in an alkaline electrolyte. 

The experimental investigation of this chapter has been discussed in two peer-reviewed articles 

(Chapter (a) and Chapter (b)), which are enclosed in this chapter.  

The first paper (Chapter 3(a)) investigated the synthesis procedure to produce a unique hybrid 

structure containing N-CMS spheres and CNTs from galactose, as the bio source, using a two-

step process hydrothermal and pyrolysis. The formation of hybrid structures of N-CNT and N-

CMS was confirmed using TEM and SEM analysis. The performance of this unique catalyst 

was tested as an ORR electrocatalyst in an alkaline medium and has revealed to drive the 

reaction predominantly via a four-electron pathway. 

The second paper (Chapter 3(b)) details the synthesis of similar hybrid catalysts using a freely 

available natural source; apricot sap. This paper describes the synthesise of similar 3-D hybrid 

structures comprised of both N-CNT and N-CMS using a three-step process: apricot resin 

preparation, hydrothermal treatment and pyrolysis. The performance of this catalysis was 

investigated for ORR in an alkaline medium and it was shown that this catalyst performs the 

ORR with a predominant four-electron pathway. The stability of these catalysts was also 

investigated. 

In the following pages, the two articles together with the supporting information is detailed. 
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4.1 Chapter overview    

Iron oxides are cheap materials compared to the relatively expensive Pt catalysts commonly 

used for ORR. Even though it is well known that iron oxide has low catalytic performance for 

ORR, their contributions as individual phases towards oxygen reduction have been not properly 

investigated. A synthesis procedure of four different phases of iron oxide nanoparticles 

(magnetite, maghemite, hematite and goethite) without using any nitrogen precursors is 

described in this chapter. The synthesised nanoparticles were dispersed on a 3-D graphene 

aerogel at low temperature (80 °C). This chapter investigates the influence of magnetite, 

maghemite, hematite and goethite iron oxide nanoparticles towards oxygen reduction. The 

exploration of this chapter has been discussed in a peer reviewed article (Chapter 4(a)), which 

is enclosed in the following pages with the supporting information. 

All phases of synthesised iron oxide nanoparticles were confirmed based on the positions of 

the diffraction peaks determined by the XRD analysis. The different iron oxide nanoparticles 

synthesised were carefully embedded onto the 3-D graphene aerogel at low temperature (80°C) 

to avoid any possible phase changes due the thermal treatment. The investigation revealed that 

the iron oxide phases did not contribute effectively towards the reduction of oxygen. However, 

magnetite and maghemite with inverse spinal structures performed more efficiently than 

hematite and goethite with rhombohedral and orthorhombic crystal structures respectively. The 

influence of magnetism and electrical conductivity on ORR was also investigated and 

presented. 
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5.1 Chapter overview    

This chapter describes a detailed investigation on the synthesis of an SAO with defined 

microstructures and its conversion to a 3-D macroporous graphitic carbon structure utilising 

SO2 gas formed as a decomposition product when heated above 266 °C. The composite 

materials synthesised individually using PF and rGO along with SAO also showed similar 

pattern. Macropouros graphitic carbon structures synthesised by pyrolysis of these composites 

using nitrogen precursors enhanced the ORR capability facilitating high mass transport of 

reactants and products and performed the ORR via a predominant four-electron pathway. 

This chapter contains two papers with supplementary information: 

The first paper (Chapter 5(a)) describes the investigation of SAO with defined micro structures 

using high aniline: oxidant mole ratio (10:1) and selected pH (above 4.6). The analysis of the 

morphology of these materials using TEM and SEM has revealed the presence of two different 

microstructures; micro flakes and micro rods. This chapter also identified the sulphonated 

aniline oligomers bound as phenazine structures initially formed micro sheets and stack 

together via π-π interaction or / and H-bonds reduce its surface energy to form micro flakes or 

rods. The stacking of multiple layers of micro sheets produced micro flakes and the stacking 

of few layers of micro sheets eventually were rolled to produce micro rods. FTIR and EDX 

analysis were conducted to determine and confirm the presence of sulphonic group. 

The second paper (Chapter 5(b)) details the synthesis procedure of different composites 

materials of SAO using PF and rGO. A high temperature pulsed – gas sampling equipment 

coupled with a mass spectrometer used to analyse the decomposition gases of SAO at high 

temperature detected the release of SO2 gas above 266 °C. Based on the hypothesis that the gas 

produced could be utilised to  synthesise porous  graphitic carbon materials , SAO and its 

composites  (SAOPF and SAOrGO) were  pyrolysed  at high temperature (900 °C) in the 
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presence of nitrogen precursors.  The N-SAOPF with higher concentration of pyridinic nitrogen 

species performed the ORR in an alkaline medium via a predominant four-electron transfer 

with an onset potential of 0.98 V (RHE) and N-SAOrGO with higher concentration of graphitic 

nitrogen species showed higher current density (7.89 mAcm-2).  The macrospores facilitated 

the mass transport of reactions and products to enhance the catalytic activity.  The catalysts 

stability was also tested at 6000 repeated cycles at a scan rate of 100 mVs-1. The results of the 

investigation have been presented and discussed in details as below. 
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6.1 Chapter overview    

This chapter deals with two major issues that hinders the potential of ZVI performing as 

outstanding adsorbents: air stability and agglomeration. To provide long-term air stability, 

organic materials with different functional groups such as hydroxyl, thiol, carboxyl and amine 

groups were investigated and the functional groups responsible for long-term air stability was 

identified. To reduce agglomeration, the air stable ZVI was dispersed in rGO and finally, these 

nanoparticles were explored for As removal. The investigation of this chapter has been 

discussed a peer reviewed article (Chapter 6a). 

Chapter 6a contains one paper with supplementary information. The air stability of the ZVI 

coated with different functional groups was observed by exposing the ZVI nanoparticles to the 

atmosphere. ZVI nanoparticles coated with carboxyl groups using glycine or 3-

mercaptoproprinic acid provided long-term air stability and remained stable for more than 12 

months. All other samples were instantly reacted with air or oxidised within three days. The 

presence of zero valent state of the iron was analysed by XRD analysis. The comparison of the 

XRD diffraction peaks of glycine coated ZVI (Gly-ZVI) before and after 12 months showed 

similar diffraction peaks confirming that the ZVI particles were not oxidised. To reduce the 

agglomeration of the ZVI particles due to magnetism, these particles were dispersed in rGO. 

The GlyZVI-rGO composites investigated for As adsorption showed outstanding adsorption 

efficiency for As (III) (400 mg/g) and As (V) (132 mg/g).
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7.1 CONCLUSION 

The chapter overviews the contribution of whole thesis to improve carbon composite 

technology towards achieving solutions to constantly rising world’s energy and environmental 

concerns. Initially, the in-depth knowledge of fabricating unique carbon composite materials 

and, the need to encounter world’s critical energy and environmental issues such as seeking 

alternatives for fossil fuels to cater the rising energy demand, increasing CO2 pollutions and 

arsenic contaminated drinking water, permitted design of unique carbon composites to drive 

set closer to find permeant solutions to these issues. The synthesise of hybrid structures 

comprises both N-doped CNTs and N-CMSs and composites of N-doped SAO with PF and 

rGO provided details understanding that additional active sites can be generated by hybrid or 

composite materials to drive ORR reactions more effectively. Furthermore, investigations on 

different composites of different irons oxide phases in graphene aerogels as catalysts for 

oxygen reduction revealed that low cost and abundantly available iron oxides have low 

reduction capacities to reduce oxygen irrespective of their phases.  However, it provided vital 

information that their crystal structures, magnetic properties and electrical conductivity can 

influence the oxygen reduction capacities which opens opportunities to explore different 

elements with similar crystal structures for oxygen reduction purposes. Moreover, the 

investigation of the dependence of air stability of ZVI on different functional groups revealed 

vital information regarding air stability is greatly dependant on functional groups used to coat 

them. This investigation provided in depth understanding of the reasons for short term air 

stability reported in previous studies conducted on ZVI. This study identified the main 

drawbacks of ZVI air stability and particle agglomeration which have hindered the 

demonstration of the true potential of the ZVI over the years and provided effective solutions. 

This led to the synthesis of ZVI/rGO and ZVFe and ZVCo/rGO composites, which displayed 
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its true potentials and performed outstandingly as arsenic adsorbent. These easy, low cost and 

tailorable technologies can integrate into energy conversion and environmental remediation 

technologies to address the world energy and environmental crisis and create a safe and 

comfortable world to live. The following summarises the specific conclusions from the major 

investigations carried out as a part of this thesis. 

7.1.1 A unique 3D nidrogen - doped carbon composite as high performance 

oxygen reduction catalysts 

Bio source (galactose), maghemite nanoparticles and nitrogen precursor (melamine) was used 

to synthesise low cost and environmentally friendly carbon composite materials using two-step 

hydrothermal treatment and pyrolysis processes to explore the oxygen reduction capabilities in 

alkaline medium. The following points summarises the conclusions drawn from this study: 

1. 3D N- doped carbon composite hybrid materials with integrated CNT and CMS 

morphologies can be synthesised using galactose, maghemite nanoparticles and 

melamine via two-step hydrothermal and pyrolysis process. 

2. At elevated pyrolysis temperature (950 °C) the decomposed carbon and nitrogen 

products of melamine formed N-doped CNTs through the FeMNPC releases from the 

disruption of the carbon spheres.  

3. Integrated structures of N-CNTs and N-CMS was observed only for GAL-Fe-N and 

similar structures were not detected for GAL-Fe-A or GAL-N. Therefore, it can be 

confirmed both Fe nanoparticles and N precursor is essential for formation of these 

hybrid structures. 

4. The significant increase in the electron transfer number for GAL-Fe-N compared to 

GAL-N has demonstrated hybrid structures have contributed additional active sites for 

ORR. 
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5. The enhanced activity of GAL-Fe-N was attributed to the N-C active sites formed by 

pyridinic nitrogen structures with their strong Lewis basicity and electronic affinity in 

the N-CNT and N-carbon microspheres, which induced a high positive charge density 

on the adjacent carbon atoms. As a result, the electron donor properties of nitrogen-

doped (N-doped) GAL-Fe-N triggered a favourable diatomic O-O adsorption 

weakening the O-O bond strength to facilitate ORR activity and drive the reaction via 

predominantly four - electron pathway. 

7.1.2 Green Synthesis of three-dimensional hybrid N-doped ORR electro 

catalysts composed of nitrogen doped micro-spherical and nanotubular 

structures using Apricot Sap 

Naturally occurring apricot sap, maghemite nanoparticles and nitrogen precursor (melamine) 

was used to synthesise low cost and environmentally friendly carbon composite materials using 

three-step apricot resin preparation, hydrothermal treatment and pyrolysis processes to explore 

the oxygen reduction capabilities in alkaline medium. The following points summarises the 

conclusions drawn from this study: 

1. Hydrothermal reduction of apricot resin suspension in the presence of Fe and Co 

nanoparticles produced Fe and Co nanoparticle embedded carbon spheres formed as a 

consequence of dehydration and polymerisation of galactose present in apricot resin. 

2. 3D N- doped carbon hybrid materials composed of micro-spherical and nanotubular 

structures can be synthesised using apricot sap, maghemite nanoparticles, cobalt 

precursors and melamine via three-step apricot resin preparation, hydrothermal 

treatment and pyrolysis process. 
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3. The MNPs initially embedded within the CMS diffused out of the CMS to catalyse 

formation of corrugated hollow N-CNT due to the surface distruction caused by the 

decomposition of melamine during pyrolysis. 

4. Both N-APG-Fe and N-APG-Co with integrated N-doped micro-spherical and N-doped 

nanotubular structures catalysted ORR by driving the ORR prediminantly by four – 

electron transfer path way with low yeild of HO2
-. The ORR activity of N-APG with 

solely micro-spherical structure was significantly lower than both N-APG-Fe and N-

APG-Co which demonstrated hybrid structures has provided additional active site for 

ORR. 

5. The enhanced activity of  N-APG-Fe and N-APG-Co was attributed to the N-C active 

sites formed by electro negative pyridinic nitrogen species in the N-CNT and N-CMSs, 

which induced a high positive charge density on the adjacent carbon atoms to facilitate 

a favourable diatomic O-O adsorption to the adjacent carbon atom to the N species. 

This weakened the O-O bond strength to facilitate ORR activity and drive the reaction 

via predominantly four - electron pathway. 

7.1.3 Study of iron oxide nanoparticle phases in graphene aerogels for 

oxygen reduction reaction 

Four different iron oxide phases Fe3O4, α-Fe2O3, γ-Fe2O3 and α-FeOOH were investigated for 

their individual activity to reduce oxygen in alkaline medium. These different iron oxide phases 

were individually dispersed in 3D graphene aerogels at low temperature (80 °C) and their 

individual phases were retained in graphene aerogels. These iron oxide/rGO composites was 

investigated as ORR catalyst in alkaline medium. The following points summarises the 

conclusions drawn from this study: 
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1. All iron oxide phases showed low activity towards oxygen reduction compared to the 

standard Pt/C catalyst. However, the investigation revealed different phases of iron 

oxide alters the levels of electron transfer number and HO2
- produced. 

2. Ferromagnetic rGO/Fe3O4 and rGO/γ-Fe2O3 showed higher catalytic activity towards 

oxygen reduction compared to rGO/α-Fe2O3 and rGO/α-FeOOH. The higher ORR 

activity was attributed to their inverse spinel structures, magnetic and electrical 

conductivity of Fe3O4 and γ-Fe2O3. rGO/α-Fe2O3 showed the lowest ORR activity with 

low condutivity. 

3. All catalysts, apart from α-Fe2O3 proceeded via a four-electron transfer pathway at 

lower potential regions. At a high potential (0.70 V) all catalysts were driven through 

the two-electron pathway producing HO2
- as an intermediate. 

7.1.4 A facile synthesis procedure for sulphonated aniline oligomers with 

distinct microstructures 

SAO with well defined micro structures was synthesised using excess aniline and low oxidant 

in ethanol at pH 4.8. The following points summarises the conclusions drawn from this study: 

1. Synthesized SAO was comprised of well-defined micro structures with both micro 

sheets and micro rods in the presence of ethanol. The comparison of the synthesis 

conducted in the presence of water showed formation of shapeless aggregates, 

confirming that ethanol significantly reduced the agglomeration of micro structures by 

forming H-bonds with SAO molecules. 

2. The presence of sulphonate groups was established by conducting EDX, FTIR and 13C 

NMR techniques. 
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3. The mechanism of the formation of microstructures has revealed that it goes through 

several stages from 2D planar sheets and their transformation into tubular and layered 

flake structures via π-π interaction between 2D planer sheets.  

4. Tubular structures were formed when the stacked 2D planar sheets tends to reduce their 

surface energy. 

7.1.5 A unique N-doped macro porous oxygen reduction electro catalysts 

sysnthesised with sulphonated aniline oligomers and its phenol 

formaldehyde and reduced graphene oxide composites. 

SAO and its composites made with phenol formaldehyde and reduced graphene oxide was 

pyrolysed in the presence of nitrogen precursor (melamine) and investigated for ORR catalytic 

activity in alkaline medium. The following points summarises the conclusions drawn from this 

study: 

1. Pyrolysis of SAO, SAOrGO and SAOPF materials expanded and formed macro porous 

carbon structures. 

2. The thermometric – mass spectrometer analysis conducted on pyrolysed SAO revealed 

the sulphonated groups attached to the SAO decomposes at 266 °C and release SO2 gas 

which facilitated the expansion of SAO and its composite materials (SAOPF and 

SAOrGO) to form macro porous carbon structures. 

3. The composite materials of SAO (N-SAOrGO and N-SAOPF) showed higher oxygen 

reduction capabilities compared to N-SAO with higher electron transfer numbers and 

lower HO2
- yield. 
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4. N-SAOPF showed highest onset potential (0.98 V), highest eletro transfer number (3.62 

at 0.50 V) and lowest % HO2
- yield (19.02 % at 0.50 V). The enhanced activity was  

5. attributed to the higher % atomic concentration of pyridinic nitrogen present in N-

SAOPF.  

6. N-SAOrGO displayed the highest limiting current density at 0 V (RHE) (7.89 mA/cm2) 

which is nearly 65% higher than the standard Pt/C catalysts at similar potential. The 

increase in the limited current density is ascribed to the higher % atomic concentration 

of graphitic nitrogen present in N-SAOrGO. 

7.1.6 An atmospherically stable and agglomeration-free zero-valent iron 

reduced graphene oxide (ZVI-rGO) composite for high performing 

environmental remediation 

To establish the contribution of different organic functional groups towards providing long – 

term air stability for ZVI, the activity of organic materials with four different functional groups 

towards proving long – term air stability was investigated. The ZVI provided long – term air 

stability was dispersed in rGO to reduce particle agglomeration and tested for arsenic species 

adsorption in water. The following points summarises the conclusions drawn from this study: 

1. Out of the five organic materials with different functional groups including thiol, 

hydroxyl, carboxylic and amine tested, carboxylic functional groups provided long- 

term air stability and remained stable for more than 12 months.  

2. Organic materials with amine groups provided short term air stability up-to three days 

and eventually oxidised and changed colour. Organic materials containing hydroxyl 

and thiol groups could not provide air stability towards ZVI and reacted immediately 

when exposed to air. 
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3. Investigation on arsenic adsorption carried out using both glycine coated GlyZVI and 

GlyZVI-rGO revealed both materials showed outstanding arsenic adsorption capacities. 

However, the As (III) adsorption capacity on less aggregated GlyZVI-rGO (400 mg/g) 

was higher than aggregated GlyZVI (285.7 mg/g) and adsorbed >50 % of arsenic 

adsorbed within 30 min.   

7.2   Recommendations for future work 

 
1. Although numerous claims have been made regarding the ability of hybrid carbon 

materials to enhance ORR activity, only a handful of unique combinations have reached 

the ORR activity similar to that of the standard Pt/C catalysts. Notwithstanding the great 

process these hybrid carbon catalysts have achieved the past, there still remains a gap 

in identifying the ideal combination of hybrid material which provide greater active site 

for oxygen reduction. Therefore, carbon structures which have specific features to their 

structures such as graphene quantum dots, CNTs, graphene, carbon spheres and carbon 

nitrides should be strategically coupled in to composite arrangements to obtain ORR 

catalysts with high concentration of active species. The integrated combinations of 

these structure and the study of their catalytic performances are worthy of investigation 

as they have the potential to provide low cost, stable, easily scalable catalysts with 

increase catalysts activity. 

2. The effect of particle size on ORR activity should be investigated for magnetite and 

maghemite with inverse spinel structures. Pt/C catalysts investigated for particle size 

dependence on ORR activity has demonstrated differences in surface activity at lower 

particle size range (2-10 nm). The investigation on particle size effect on magnetite and 

maghemite catalysts could provide a wide range of understanding of these catalysts. 

3. Arsenic adsorption on zero valent cobalt has not been widely reported in the literature. 

Air stable, magnetic and less aggregated cobalt catalysts can be investigated and 
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reported for heavy metal remediation from drinking water. It is proposed, further 

optimization of this adsorbent toward and development of commercial adsorbent for 

two applications: removal As from drinking waters and for soil remediation.  
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